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Foreword of Islamic Figure 

A person who possesses a special skill with no official 

appointment can influence the group he leads (Rafy, 2009: 408), 

another opinion that the character is a role-holder, meaning that 

individuals play an important role in society in a particular 

(religious) field. While Islamic Religion is a system of creed and 

shari'ah and morals that regulate human life in various 

relationships (Ali, 2011: 51). 

Thus, what is meant by Islamic religious leaders is a 

prominent individual who plays a role in religious social 

function in a society, who is Muslim and keeps His shari'ah. 

They guided the Qur'an in the life of religious activities both as 

a person and as a delivery of the message (religious education). 

Someone who gets the title of religious leaders from the 

community of course the person has special characteristics, 

characteristics of a leader of Islamic religious leaders who must 

have is: 

1. A leader must be committed to the teachings of Islam 

2. The strength of aqidah 

3. Charitable Saleh 

4. The Power of Science 

5. Strength in patience 

6. Brave and consequent 

7. Able to communicate (Toto, 1997: 103-109). 

Another opinion states that the criteria of Islamic 

religious leaders include: 

1. Proficient 

2. Fair 

3. Honest 

4. Humble 
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5. Participation and criticism 

6. Defend the weak 

7. Trust 

8. Implement amar ma'ruf nahi munkar (Abdullah 2007: 227-

228). 

At present the meaning of ulama and kyai is the same but 

now better known as religious leaders, leaders of the ummah or 

Muslim leaders. As a religious leader, often faced with various 

challenges, both of which are psychological attacks such as: 

slander, or psychic. 

In the Qur'an has been described in His Word: 

                      

        

Meaning: "So be patient with what they say and glorify 

and praise your Lord before the rising of the sun and before it 

goes down." (QS. Qaf: 39) 

From the above verse explained that what is meant by 

perseverance is none other than the existence of confidence 

and keep control of awareness of himself. A sense balance 

causes a leader to always think positively about the environment 

in which he lives. 

Principles that must be owned by religious leaders, among 

others: 

1. An Islamic religious leader must have a consistent aqidah. 

2. A religious leader must be able to describe and express his 

ideas in reality through the form of godly charity. 

3. A religious leader must love the truth and possess dynamic 

power and reasoning power. 

4. A religious leader has a high patience so it is not easy to get 

caught in a situation that harms him or his community 

(Toto, 1997: 104). 
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From the above opinion can be understood that an 

Islamic religious leaders should be able to carry out the 

principles above in order to become an Islamic religious figures 

who are emulated by society, especially teenagers. 

Aqeedah is one's attachment to the teachings of Islam 

that is not only trusted but more than that. An Islamic leader 

should be able to explore the ideas outlined by his teachings. A 

leader is the personification of his group that he leads (jama'ah), 

so it is fitting in terms of aqidah he has the advantages that are 

typical of the average members. Thus, the power of aqidah is an 

axiom that can not be, must be attached to himself and his 

group, because the power of this aqidah is the most important 

thing of the personality of a Muslim. 

Good deeds are ideal values that must be maximally 

attainable through integrated leadership, however, an attitude 

should not be sacrificed aqidah, for if this happens, then clearly 

it shows the deep weakness of ideoligis leadership. Therefore a 

leader is required to have a good deed in order to be a role 

model against the surrounding community and other people. 

An Islamic leader is deeply committed to the sense of 

truth and justice, thus the leader of Islam is a character who 

always feels thirsty for knowledge, because only with the 

knowledge that Islamic religious leaders are able to distinguish 

between good and bad. With the power of his knowledge, a 

leader will continue to be vigilant, never quick to accept ideas 

from outside, because he must first weigh it so that this is 

demanded. 

This is in accordance with the sound of the Qur'an in the 

following verse: 
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Meaning: "And do not follow what you have no 

knowledge of. Verily hearing, sight, and heart will be held 

accountable. "(Q.S. Al-Isra: 36). 

With regard to the verse, that a leader in particular has a 

high analytical or reasoning power to the situation around him. 

He is able to piece together one fact with another, so he is not a 

decisive type of man. He realized that the decision he was going 

to make was a decision that had enormous consequences. This 

is where the importance of these leaders master a special 

religious skill. With these skills can be described the concepts of 

his leadership ideals. 

A leader is required to be patient in dealing with a 

problem. Patience here can be defined an istiqomah attitude in 

the face of a particular problem both negative and positive. A 

leader who has patience will not be immersed in a great feeling 

of self, which then leads to pride, as well as when confronted 

with negative criticism, religious leaders do not necessarily 

inferiority lose their strong personality. 

Thus, an Islamic leader is very committed to his religious 

teachings, in other words, the Muslim leader must meet the 

following conditions: 

1. Able to utilize the time effectively and efficiently. 

2. Having a high awareness of the position of himself as a 

human being, in relation to the Creator and his realism with 

man and the universe. 

3. Have a deep love and confidence. 

4. Be able to declare and realize its mission in the form of 

action. 

5. Glad to knowledge and truth, and able to communicating 

the truth. 

6. Have a high patience. 

It is understandable that a leader must have the above 

conditions, his behavior and attitudes can be happy to others 

and show the sense to the community, so a good leader must 
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have a personality in accordance with the Islamic religious 

order. 

The leader must have a calculation, the calculation should 

be able to be stated. The ability to express ideas is only possible 

if he has both moral and physical courage. Courage without 

calculation or analysis, and profit and loss considerations, is 

desperation. That is, the bold and consistent requirement of his 

flame is the character of a leader. 

In the Qur'an has been described 

                 

It means: "Do not be weak, and do not grieve, though 

you are the most High (degrees), if you are believers. (Q.S Al-

Imran: 139). 

Communication is an important factor for the 

development of human life as a social being (Arifin, 2004: 710). 

A leader must be able to communicate his ideas. Because 

without good communication, will cause various consequences. 

Among the communications are: Refreshing; Feel their feelings; 

and Understanding the soul of human (Thariq, 2005: 134). 

From the opinion above it can be understood that, to 

become an Islamic religious figure should be able to 

communicate to solve a problem in the village, especially issues 

concerning adolescents in the community. 

The role of Islamic religious leaders is to convey the 

teachings of Islam to the wider community, in this case there 

are adolescents related to morality matters of teenagers with 

knowledge possessed by Islamic religious leaders should be 

submitted. This is in accordance with the hadith as follows: 

 بَِلُّغوا َعِِنّ َولَْو آٓيَة  
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Meaning: Convey from Me (ie from Råsulullåh shållallåhu 

'alahi wa sallam) though only one verse ". (Narrated by Imam 

Bukhari) 

The role of Islamic religious leaders to morality is not 

only limited to theoretical delivery, but also provides examples 

in everyday life, whether words, how to dress in worship or 

other behavior. This shows that the task of Islamic religious 

leaders in the society should be a model of the teachings of 

religion that is delivered. 

From some sense and function of Islamic religious 

leaders, we can take the lesson. It‟s means that Muslims also 

have a figure who can continue the struggle of Rasullulah 

Muhammad SAW. We should be proud of these figures, 

because for his services we can understand the teachings of 

Islam well. 

From the exposure of the author will introduce some of 

the Islamic religious leaders who are very influential in the 

development of the science of religion and general science. Of 

some of these figures we may have a lot of recognize or have 

not recognized at all. From the exposure to be conveyed 

hopefully we will further solidify our faith to a good religion, 

that is Islam. 
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Abd al-Dakhil‟s life background is an intelligent, courageous, 

brave and strong leader who pionnered the establishment of  

Islamic civilization in Andalus, Spain. He was born in 110 H/728 

AD, of  the Umayyads. The full name of  Abdurrahman ibn 

Muawiyyah ibn Hisham ibn Abdulmalik ibn Mirwan ibn Alhakam 

Ibn Harb ibn Umayyah. He was born and was in adolescence 

when the Daulah Umayyad was at the height of  his greatness 

under the leadership of  his grandfather, Hisham, who ruled for 

over 20 years, from 724-743 AD Abdurrahman watched how his 

grandfather governed skillfully, in military strategy. During his long 

reign, his grandfather managed to extinguish the variuos turmoil 

within his territory and widen his power to the western part of  

France and Sicilla Italy. In addition, the stabillity and prosperity of  

his goverment makes everyone able to enjoy the welfare, which 

ultimately encourages the advancement of  science, culture and 

artistic. Unfortunately time passes quickly, power is twisted and 

glory begins to decline toward destruction. Hisham died, in 743 

AD exactly two years after the conquest of  Sicily. He was replaced 

by his niece, Walid II. Unlike his a weak but unjust leader, so his 

leadership and goverment policies led to prolonged conflicts and 

chaos. Her lavish and lavish life creates an unhappiness among the 

vlerics, while her actions capture characters she considers to rival 

her, and throw them into prison, causing anxiety and hatred. 

Inevitably, the coup finally took place. Yazid III, his cousin who 

escaped arrest, launched a coup that successfully overthrew Walid 

II‟s rule and killed him. 

The power of  Walid II, which is only a year older than two 

months, has little to do with anything, except to be a marker of  the 

destruction of  the power of  the Umayyad tribe centered in 

Demascus. His successor Yazid III was unable to restore the glory 

of  Hisham‟s time. His reigh was full of  turmoil and rebellion, both 

of  his own family, like his cousin Sulaiman ibn-Hisham‟s rebellion, 

as well as from cities thet disagreed with his coup against Walid II, 

such as the Emessa rebellion and the people of  Iraqi Yamamah. In 
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addition, the rejection of  his leadership also occurred among the 

governors (guardians) in some areas, such as Mirwan ibn 

Muhammad who became guardian of  Armenia and the Caucasus 

region, and Commander Nushair Ibn Sayyar guardian of  Khurasan 

Region. Rebellion and riots that took place everywhere resulted in 

Yazid III being paralyzed and dying. His tenure was short ebough, 

a year and four months.like Walid II, Yazid III did not have a 

pround achievement. After his death, Ibrahim who is also the 

younger brother of  Yazid III bai‟at became khalifah. A ba‟iat thet 

is not approved by many parties, so thet his power is not effective 

because it is weak. Ibrahim ulmately impeached himself  and gave 

Mirwan ibn Muhammad the guardian of  four great areas, namely: 

Armenia, Caucasus, Azerbaijan and Mosul, which have a strong 

influence as caliphs. Mirwan ibn Muhammad reigned for five years 

and ten months, from 744-750 AD he was the 14th, and last, 

Khalifah Daulah of  the Umayyads. He was a brave warlord who 

was a mighty warrior and capable ruler in charge of  his ruled 

territory, but when he became khalifah, he had to face an 

atmosphere of  turmoil and rebellion in his reign so that his 

presence was more on the battlefield than in the capital. Many 

cities are in rebellion, such as the cities of  Emessa, Ghouta, and 

Palestine, and the laegest is the fortified city of  Qinnisrin Nortern 

Syria under the leadership of  Sulaiman ibn Hisham, which is 

70,000 inhabitants. The rebellion took place in Iraq, which was 

launchead by the Khawarij sect, and aso by the descendents of  Ali 

ibn Abi Thalib.  

The last, is the rebellion of  Commander Abu Muslim al-

Khurasani who rolled into a great revolution to replace the 

leadership of  the Umayyads into the Daulah of  the Abbasids. The 

revolutionary army under the leadership of  Commander Abu 

Muslim al-Khurasani succeeded in controlling the entire terriotery 

of  Khurasan, then Iran and then on to Iraq destroying the forces 

of  Mirwan‟s forces. Mirwan finally lost and sentenced to death. 

Mirwan‟s death marked the end of  the Umayyad Daula, and the 
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Caliph Abdul-abbas as-Saffah became the first Caliph of  the Bani 

Abbasids. 

 

Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil, entering Andalus 

The fall of  the power of  the Ummah of  the Umayyads in 

Demascus ended tragically. There was a mass murder and pursuit 

of  the remains of  the Umayyad families carried out by the forces 

of  Abu Muslim al-Khurasani on the ordes of  Abdul-Abbas as-

Saffah. Abdurrahman, who was only 22 years old, had escaped the 

assassination attempt. As he ran and hid in the village of  Badwi on 

the edge of  the euphrates, the Bani Abbasids managed to find him. 

He ascaped by swimming across the river. Unfortunately, his sister 

who was with him was not good at swimming, finally caught and 

then kiled, Abdurrahman was te only prince of  the surviving Bani 

Umayyad family. 

 Together with his loyal companion, Baddar, Abdurrahman 

down the desert avoid the pursuit of  the Umayyad troops. His life 

terned a hundred and eighty degrees as he lived in a luxurious 

palace and always served and respected. Now his life in dashed as a 

fugitive and lives are always threatened by those who pursue his 

records, the shadow of  prosperity and majesty of  the Umayyads at 

the time of  his grandfather, Hisham, in power, always adhered to 

Abdurrahman‟s memory and always rushed inside his chest to re-

establish it. He also studied the weaknesses of  the leadership of  

the previous Umayyad caliphs. While the suffering in his escape 

and pursuit, as well as the rearrangement of  force for almost six 

years later became the best leadership school of  his life. All that 

forge patience, strength, boldness and courage, and the soul of  

leadership in him. Later, when his dreams materialized in other 

parts of  the Islamic world located on the Continent of  Europe, 

the traces of  the fodder in the run up period became a solid 

foundation for building a new Umayyad Daula. 

Throughout his escape, Abdurrahman and Baddar, through 

Egypt through winding roads, avoiding the cities, then crossing the 
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rocky hills and barren Sahara saved himself  to the city of  Barca in 

Libya. Dwell there for months in disguise when the atmosphere 

became unfavorable again, because of  the influence of  the 

Abbasid rule began to take control of  the city, they went out 

through North Africa until finally arrived in the city of  Meknes in 

the Maghribi (Marocco). The Maghribi region at that time entered 

into the Andalus region, subject to the Emir of  Andalusia 

demiciled in Teledo. This is the first time a prince known as “Ad-

Dukhil”, which means “Entrance”, that is, entering into Andalus 

region. Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil and Baddar disguised them selves 

and moved underground for almost six years. From the city of  

Maknes both of  them eventually moved to the port city of  Melilia 

near the city of  Ceuta, on the coats of  the Mediterranean, facing 

the Iberian Peninsula. 

The sharp conflict between the Yamani and Mudhari tribes is 

seen as a golden opportunity to enter into the Andalus region. 

Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil sent Baddar to contact the great figures 

who were expected to support him. Also former Umayyad officials 

who have been dismissed and still living in Andalus. Baddar‟s 

misson is successful. He managed to establish contact and 

willingness of  support from the tribe of  Yamani for Abdurrahman 

ad-Dakhil to seize Andalus. In the year 756 AD, in the city of  

Melilla, they then pledge faithful in the struggle under 

Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil. They cross the strait of  Gibraltal. Seeing 

the power and influence of  Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil, the 

prominent figures around Andalus region joind in bai‟at, followed 

by the guardians and figures of  the city Seville. With growing 

support, Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil and his followers headed to the 

cities of  Sidonia and Moror, in both these towns the Guardians 

and other dignitaries took up the bai‟at. Next they headed to 

Cordoba, and were greeted by Yamani‟s dignitaries. Emir Yusuf  

ibn Abdurrhman al-Fihri, the ruler of  the Andalus region who was 

tring to extinguish the unrest on the northern border, heard 

Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil movement then turn to the Toledo 
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capital and attempt to gather a large army to overcome Cordaba. 

But the people of  Cordoba valiantly denied the arrival of  Emir 

Yusuf  al-Fihri‟s enjoy who asked them to be obedient again. At 

that time Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil had also received bai‟at from 

residents of  Malaga City on the eastern cots of  Andalus, also from 

resident of  Ronda and Xeres. Abdurrahman ad-Dukhil‟s 

movement was added by the support of  Mudhari tribesmen. With 

the support of  the population of  the bereaved cities and the two 

great tribes of  Andalus, namely Yamani and Mudari, the power of  

Abd Ad-Dukhil became impossible.  

Now Emir Yusuf  al-Fihri is supported only by his own tribe 

al-Fihri and Kaisi tribe, as well as an army of  soldiers who 

accompany him. Inevitably, when a civil war broke out in front of  

the fortress of  Cordoba, Emir Yusuf  al-Fihri suffered a crushing 

efeat and fled to the city of  Granada. From there he pleaded for 

peace and declared his submission t Abdurrrahman ad-Dukhil. He 

was also perdoned and retained the right to live in Cordoba. After 

Yusuf  al-Fihri was defeated the power of  the Andalus region in his 

lap. Support from other cities then flowed to strengthen his 

position as the new Emir Andalus. 

 

Overcoming Challenges, Building the New Umayyad Daula 

Abdurrahman ad-Dukhil after becoming the ruler of  Andalus, 

refused to submit to the newly formed Abbasid caliphate, because 

the Abbasid force had killed most of  his family. In 763 CE he 

declared free from Abbasid rule in Baghdad, though he did not 

declare himself  a khalifah until he was called „Amir al-mukminin‟ 

but simply by the call of  „Amir‟ alone,as did the subsequent rulers 

who succeeded him. Only in the time of  Abdurrahman III who 

ascended the throne in 912 CE, he declared himself  as caliph in 

929 AD this is in the peak of  the Umayyad golden age in Andalus, 

where as the Abbasids decreased. As the saying goes, the 

Umayyads sank in Damascus, rising again in Andalus. For 32 years 

Abdurrahman ad-Dukhil came to power and the pressue came 
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from the Bani Abasiyyah, as well as from other Muslim leaders 

who did not like him. There was also a great battle with the 

Christian side that eventually reinforced his authority in the 

Andalus again. 

Recorded in history, the year 763 AD, the former guardian of  

Andalus Yusuf  al-Fihri who was appointed to Amil (the regional 

ruler) Teledo betrayed, but succeeded in extinguishing and Yusuf  

alFihri was granted amnesty, by staying in Cordoba to ordinary 

citizens. That same year Amir Alla al-Mughiz al-Yahsibi, the ruler 

of  the Abbasid Daula in the African region brought his troops 

across North Africa across the strait of  Jabal Thariq (Gibraltar) to 

restore Abbasiyyah rule in the Andalus egion, but they were 

defeated by the forces of  Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil just outside 

Sevilla town. In addition, there was rebellion and rioting by 

Syakkana ibn Abdil Wahid on the eastern coast of  Andalus in 773 

AD, followed by the tribal group of  Yamani in Sevilla led by Abdul 

Ghaffar and Haiwat ibn Malabis in 774 AD Abassiyyah movement 

tried to reshake the power of  Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil through 

Abdurrahman ibn Junaib al-Fihri in 776 CE the last 3 years of  

rebellio, 785-787 AD, by Abdul Aswad Muhammad ibn Yusuf  and 

his brother Kasimib ibn Yusuf. The growing influence of  

Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil‟s power gave the Christian a choice to 

join it. It was Fluela I (757-768 AD) that the ruler of  Asturia in the 

northwest of  the Iberian Peninsula declared his subjection and 

paid the jizyah to the Umayyah Daula. This peace and mutual 

support agreement had a major impact on the expansion of  

Abdurrahman ad-Dukhil‟s territory and his attempt to overcome 

other Christian King‟s resistance. 

In 777 CE, the King of  Charlemagne of  Gaul sent his troops 

through the Pyreneen mountains to Andalus, but in the region of  

Catalonia and Aragon came violently opposed by Abdurrahman 

ad-Dakhil who succeeded in repelling the troops of  Charlemagne. 

The self-sustaining effort directed the troops to the Navarre region 

in western Pyreneen, known as the Roncesvalles precarious road. It 
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was there that the kingdom of  Asturia and the Basques from 

Pamplona confronted the unfortunate arny. Although both 

Christians of  the Visgoths hated the troops of  Charlemagne, who 

were of  Frank descent. They massacred the troops of  

Charlemagne, leaving a few survivors including Charlemagne 

himself. Pattern of  relations with neighbouring countries that take 

the from of  a peace treaty and not mutually attacking, and support 

each other when there is a threat into a new relationship pattern 

developed by Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil. This pattern of  

relationships became very distinctive, since before hand had never 

been the Daulah of  the Umayyads while still based in Damascus 

using this pattern of  relationships. Where the Christian kingdoms 

remain autonomous territories, and pay only the jizyah as a form 

of  recognition of  the sovereign power of  Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil 

the ruler of  the Daulah of  the Umayyads in Andalus. 

The relationship between a harmonious neighboring country 

will provide an opportunity to create mutually beneficial 

relatioships for the sake of  development and security stability in 

their respective countries. In fact, with the strategy of  agricultural 

development, the development of  a good irrigation system, a 

comfortable and healthy urban planning, and a smooth and secure 

inter city trade route, the territory of  Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil 

tured into prosperous cosmopolitan cities. 

 

Massive Development 

The efforts to overcome rebellion and war with the Christian 

side, in general the Andalus region is in a safe and stable condition. 

So that development planning and prosperity improvement work 

well. The reign of  Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil is well known among 

historians, both from the West and Islam, as a period of  massive 

development. 

Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil built a magnificent palace and the 

famous Grand Mosque in Cordoba, the 17000-meter Al-Hambra 

Mosque. Built at a cost of  800000 dinars, this largest and grandest 
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mosque surpasses the beauty of  mosques in the Eastern 

Hemisphere of  the Islamic World, with its 40-Dzira tower, its 

inner dome made of  beautifully carved wood. Its 1,093 poles are 

decorated with colored marble chess like chess. Inside there are 19 

spacious and long rooms and there are 38 common rooms. 

As for the very strategis city of  Cordoba, which was made the 

capital of  Andalus by Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil built with wide 

streets, smooth drainage, and a beautiful and comfortable city 

layout. His palace and all corners of  the city were flooded with 

stone walls built around the city and palace and a garden was set 

up outside the city under the name al-Risafat. The park was built 

according to achitects of  Damascus ancestors. In it there are 

various kinds of  trees, fruits that are breasal from various regions 

of  the Islamic world. 

Cordoba was busy with the productivity of  the company. All 

the necessities of  life, from clothing household utensils, farming 

tools, weapons, and so on, can be met by the companies that stand 

in the capital and the surrounding big cities. The capital of  

Cordoba it self  has 13.000 looms and other industries producing 

in the leather field, where the proceeds from the production are 

exported to Maghribi, and from there it is shipped to France and 

England. Maintenance of  silk and wool are widely found in 

Cordoba, Malaga, and Almeria are also growing in rapidly. 

Also built waterways along with irrigation arranged for 

agricultural purposes. As historian R.Dozy discloses that there is 

no inch of  land in its time that is not a fertile agricultural land. In 

fact, according to R.Fletcher in his book The Cross and The 

Crescent, when the Islamic region became a fertile prosperous 

region due to good irrigation arrangements, while in parts of  

European Christianity the opposite, the inability to create an 

irrigation system made their farmland less fertile, resulting in 

jealousy and a desire to retake controlled areas of  Islamic. 

Abdurrahman ad-Dukhil did not forget to build college buildings 

and scientific institutions. So Cordoba envolved into a center of  
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study and education that attracted other countries to study there. 

Later, there will be great figures of  science born from the womb 

of  Civilian civilization. 

Ibn Rushd (1126-1198 AD), a well-known philosopher, doctor 

and fiqh expert, his most important book in medicine is al-Kulliyat 

which contains the first scientific study on the duties of  the dities 

of  the tissues in the eyelined. His book in the field of  

jurisprudence is Bidayatul Mujtahid. 

There is also Az-Zahrawi, who is known as the first person to 

introduce human surgery techniques. Az-Zahrawi who was born 

near Cordoba in 936 CE, is also known as the encyclopedia ao 

surgery whose scientific work has been the basic reference of  

medical surgery for hundreds of  years. Similarly in the field of  

astronomy there is Az-Zarkalli, a born-born Muslim astronomer 

of  Cordoba who first introduced Astrolobe. That is an intrument 

used to measure the distance of  a star from the horizon of  the 

earth. This discovery became revolutionary because it greatly 

helped navigate the ocean. That way, shipping transportation is 

growing rapidly after the invention of  astrolobe. Countless other 

figures along with his great works of  benefit to humanity born of  

the brilliance of  Islamic civilization in Andalus. 

The development in these areas brought prosperous 

prosperity to the people of  Andalus, so that the state‟s financial 

resources increased to 6.245.000 dinars. State revenues are then 

used, among other; a third for the benefit of  the armed forces; 

another third used for public works and development; third of  the 

other for the state treasury. Which is then returned to increase the 

welfare of  the Andalus community. 

Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil ruled for 32 years and in 788 AD he 

died at the age of  61 years. From a political fugitive he finally 

became a ruler who respected and respected opponents. He 

succeeded in repeating the glory of  the Umayyads and leaving a 

great imprint for the history of  Islamic rule in the region of  

Andalus.  
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Alib Arselan As-Saljuki is one of the sultan or the stout 

king in the Seljuk Dynasty, he is the Anatolian Conqueror and 

opens the door to the spread of Islam in Anatolia or Turkey at this 

time which was controlled by Byzantium. Alp Arslan  was born in 

421 H (1029 AD) was born with the name of Muhammad bin 

Daud Chagir. The name 'Alp Arslan' means "The Brave Lion". His 

father is the king of the Seljuk Dynasty named Sultan Tuğrul Bey, 

while his brother who is also his assistant is Çağrı Bey.  

Alp Arslan was the second Sultan of the Seljuk Dynasty. 

He leads up to eight years. Its power stretched from Persia to 

Turkey (in subsequent years the Seljuk area widened to Central 

Asia). He inherited the territory of Khurasan from his father, 

David in 1059. While the area of Oran was inherited to him from 

his uncle in 1063, and became the sole ruler of Persia from the 

Oxus River to the Tigris. In running his government he was 

assisted by Nizam al-Mulk, the most capable statesman in the early 

days of Alp Arslan. His government went well and he managed to 

subdue competing groups so that he could create peace and 

security within his territory. Since his teenage years, he always 

follow the activities of the war soldiers of Seljuk Dynasty, for his 

ingenuity he once made governor of Horasan and Marw region 

which is currently the region of Turkmenistan.  

In 1044 to 1050, there were many different kinds of 

fighting and war in Horasan, but the strength of Alp Arslan was 

finally controlled. After his father died in 1059, Sultan Alp Arslan 

also occupied the royal throne with the support of his relatives 

finally Sultan Alp Arslan was in power. Sultan Alp Arslan's 

leadership style was already predicted by various statesmen and 

officials who then ruled, therefore after his father Sultan Alp 

Arslan was immediately appointed to replace him. Almost all the 

community was supportive and happy in up the throne Sultan Alp 

Arslan. At that time an Abbasid Caliph named Qâim Biamrillah 

also awarded the Sultan Alp Arslan some prizes. After the 

inauguration and inauguration of the Sultan Alp Arslan on 27 April 
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1064, the Seljuks became stronger and widened its power. The 

figure of the leader he is leading is the Prophet Muhammad. 

Therefore, every wish to perform various wars there is always a 

sermon and advice.  

His first expedition began with his desire to dominate the 

great wealth held by St. Basil who was in Caesaria located in the 

Capadokia capital, then after successfully subduing the city he 

crossed the Euphrates river and headed for Goergia and Armenia 

which in 1064 succeeded him in submission. In 1068 he attacked 

Roman Byzantium. Roman Emperor at that time Romanos IV 

Diogenes by directly leading his troops facing the Seljuk forces in 

Cihcia. In 3 heavy expeditions (two of which were led by Emperor 

Romanus and another led by Manuel Comnemnus) the Seljuk 

forces were driven out and forced to retreat all the way across the 

Euphrates. After the defeat there was the Battle of Manzikert. 

winner of the Malazgirt War, as a mere proof of the city of Muş in 

which the Sultan Alp Arslan negotiated with the Eastern Roman 

King Romanos Diojenis and the king admitted defeat. The army of 

the Sultan Alp Arslan was a well-known troop as a tough army in 

world history.  

Sultan Alp Arslan is the spreader of Islam in the clusters of 

the clusters of Turkey and Mongolia, even he who defends Islam 

in the area of the Palestinian Gazza. Sultan Alp Arslan was a leader 

who at that time was very uneasy about the politicians of the West. 

Especially when he began to want to enter the West. However, 

Sultan Alp Arslan was only focused on conquering the East and 

spreading Islam, until Sultan Alp Arslan was nicknamed 

"Anatolian Hero". Then the population also increased because the 

Turkmenistan people flocked into Anatolia. His government was 

then at that time mostly controlled by the Seljuk Dynasty. Sultan 

Alp Arslan Himself who ordered the Turkmenistan to enter 

Anatolia. Another nickname of the Sultan Alp Arslan is '' Abu'l-

Fath '' or '' The Conqueror '' derived directly from the Abbasid 
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Caliph named Qâim Biamrillah. At that time also Sultan Alp 

Arslan began to really occupy the Anatolia region.  

When Alp Arslan was in his forties, his travels to 

Turkistan's fortress were proof of Fortress Barzam, then his army 

leader was Yusuf Barezmi or Harizmi, just four days after his 

possession, finally on October 24, 1072 he died. 

Other successes of the Anatolian Conqueror of the Sultan Alp 

Arslan are many more and can be seen in various history books of 

Turkey, Islam and the world. 
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In 1187, shortly after the liberation of al-Quds (Jerusalem) 

by Saladin al-Ayyubi, a beautiful pulpit was moved from Aleppo 

(the cleric called it Halabi) to the Masjid al-Aqsa. The pulpit that 

had been made several years earlier was a symbol of the power of 

vision and the goal of liberating al-Quds. He was built to be placed 

in the al-Aqsa Mosque long before the place itself was freed from 

the power of the crusaders. The pulpit was built before the reign 

of Saladin al-Ayyubi by a pious sultan, Nur al-Din Mahmud Zanki 

(1118-1174). 

Nur al-Din Zanki did die thirteen years before he succeeded 

in realizing what he aspired to. But he played a very important role 

in improving the state of Muslim society in Syria previously 

occupied by internal conflict and madzhab disputes. He was a 

sultan in Syria, and then also in Mosul (Iraq) and Egypt. 

His rule was not marked by the spectacular conquest of 

enemy territory as did Muhammad al-Fatih against Constantinople 

or Saladin al-Ayyubi against al-Quds. But what it does may be 

more important. He conquered by the piety and the great values of 

his Lord. His military strength is not equipped with great physical 

weapons and special. But he has a weapon that is much more 

thrilling his enemies, the power of prayer and help from the Most 

Helper. A non-Muslim in al-Quds even admits this. 

"Indeed Abul Qasim (Nur al-Din) has a 'secret' sirr with 

Allah," he said. "He did not defeat us with his many armies, but he 

triumphed over us with his evening prayers and prayers. He prays 

at night, raises his hand to God to pray and ask Him. And Allah 

granted his request and did not make his prayer in vain, so he 

finally won over us. " 

Nur al-Din Zanki ruled the territory of Northern Syria after 

his father, Imaduddin Zanki, died in 1146. He was then 28 years 

old. He ruled the area from the city of Aleppo (Halab). When his 

brother died in 1149, he joined Mosul in Iraq in his territory. In 

1154, Damascus, another important city in Syria, also entered the 

territory of his government after a long strategy. 
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At the end of his reign, precisely in 1169, Shirkuh and his 

nephew Saladin working under his rule added Egypt into the 

territory of Nur al-Din Zanki. This made the cross power in al-

Quds squeezed between the leadership areas of Nur al-Din Zanki. 

It's just that he died three years later, in 1174. The leadership of 

the territories was then forwarded by Saladin al-Ayyubi who also 

ruled in Islamic ways so that ultimately managed to free al-Quds 

from the hands of the crusaders in the year 1187. 

Nuruddin Zanki has a distinctive military style. He was not 

in a hurry to face the opponent's army. Sometimes when his 

troops are in an area and hear the arrival of enemy troops to that 

place, he will pull his troops elsewhere. But he did so to investigate 

the number and circumstances of the opposing forces, while 

continuing to carry out surveillance. After the enemy departs from 

their place, Nur ad-Din will follow and ambush them suddenly. In 

this way, he won many battles and reduced the number of victims 

from Muslim forces. 

As for the emirs of the Muslims in Syria-Palestine who are 

still against it, he avoids open conflict and physical battles with 

them. He always called them to jihad with him against the power 

of the cross. If they oppose it, they will exert political pressure on 

them while persuading and attract the sympathy of the clerics in 

the regions led by the emirs. Thus, although the scholars and the 

people are in different domains, but their hearts are with Nur ad-

Din Zanki and always wish him victory. It is this kind of piety and 

gentleness that made Nur al-Din Zanki finally able to unite the 

whole of Syria into a government, after it has been scattered and 

hostile for over half a century. 

So it is said like this? "he said. "Before I was born there was 

another who defended Islam and this land, that is God, who has 

no god but Him!" 

He is very concerned about the situation of his troops and 

always make them ready to face the enemy troops. His troops were 

the most powerful in Syria at the time. About this Ibn al-Qalanisi 
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said, "No one has ever seen a better army than He is highly skilled 

at riding and directing many battles in those days. His courage in 

the battlefield made a scholar of his time, Qutb al-Din al-Nasawi, 

advising him, "By Allah, do not endanger yourself and the whole 

Islamic world! If you fall on the battlefield, then all living Muslims 

will be killed (by the enemy). "But Nuruddin Mahmud Zanki has a 

different view. "And Mahmud is his army ... (good) in terms of 

appearance, equipment, and quantity." 

On the other hand, the circumstances of the Muslims were 

not yet fully united in the face of the enemy, the liberation of the 

territory from the crusaders still had to wait for a better moment. 

Not only the soldiers were prepared, the horses were always 

trained. In his spare time, Nuruddin Zanki likes to hunt and play 

horse polo. When a pious friend hears about his habit of playing 

horse polo, he immediately writes to him: "I did not think you 

were happy with a game that was of no use and tortured a horse 

without the benefit of diniyah." 

Nur al-Din answered the letter: "We are in the defense front, 

where the enemy is very close to us, so we must always be ready to 

anticipate every attack. And it is impossible for us to keep on 

fighting and jihad day and night, winter and summer, because our 

army also needs rest. And it is also impossible for us to let our 

horses just stay still in their stable, because it will make them weak 

and unable to run far and fast, pummel, attack on the battlefield. 

Therefore we always train him and continue to familiarize him to 

lose his weakness and always ready to run fast and obedient to his 

riders in time of war. And this, for the sake of Allah SWT, makes 

me play horse polo. 
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His name is Bilal bin Rabah, Muazin Rasulullah Shalallahu 

'alaihi wasallam, has an interesting story about a struggle to defend 

aqidah. A story that will never be boring, though it continues to be 

repeated throughout the ages. The power of the plot will keep 

everyone curious to hear it. 

Bilal was born in the as-Sarah area some 43 years before the 

hijrah. His father was Rabah, while his mother was Hamamah, a 

black female slave living in Mecca. Because of his mother, some 

people call Bilal as ibnus-Sauda '(black lad's son) 

Bilal was raised in the city of Umm al-Qura (Mecca) as a 

slave belonging to the family of the children of Abduddar. When 

their father died, Bilal was inherited to Umayyah bin Khalaf, an 

important figure of the heathen. 

When Mecca was illuminated by the light of a new religion 

and the great Apostle of Shalallahu 'alaihi wasallam began to utter 

the call of tauhid sentence, Bilal was among the first to convert to 

Islam. When Bilal converted to Islam, on this earth there were only 

a few people who had preceded him to embrace the new religion, 

such as Ummul Mu'minin Khadijah bint Khuwailid, Abu Bakr as-

Siddiq, Ali ibn Abu Talib, 'Ammar bin Yasir with his mother, 

Sumayyah, Shuhaib ar-Rumi, and al-Miqdad bin al-Aswad. 

Bilal felt the persecution of the polytheists who were heavier 

than anyone. Various kinds of violence, torture, and cruelty 

whacked his body. Yet he, like other weak Muslims, remains 

patient with the test in the way of God with patience that is rarely 

able to be demonstrated by anyone. 

The Muslims like Abu Bakr and Ali bin Abu Talib still have 

families and tribes who defend them. However, the oppressed 

(mustadh'afun) of the slave and slave, had no one, so the Quraysh 

tortured him without mercy. Quraish wanted to make torture upon 

them an example and a lesson for everyone who wanted to follow 

Muhammad's teachings. 

The oppressed are tortured by Quraish infidels who are very 

cruel and unfamiliar, like Abu Jahl who has tarnished himself by 
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killing Sumayyah. He had insulted and berated, then pierced his 

spear in the stomach of Sumayyah to penetrate the back, and the 

first syuhada fall in Islamic history. 

Meanwhile, Sumayyah's brothers, especially Bilal bin Rabah, 

continue to be tortured by Quraish non-stop. Usually, when the 

sun is right over the top of the head and the desert of Mecca 

turned into a stinging fire, the Quraysh began to take off the 

clothes of the oppressed Muslims, then put armor on them and let 

them burn by the sun which was getting hotter. Not quite getting 

there, the Quraysh people whipped their bodies while forcing 

them to berate Muhammad. 

Sometimes, when the torment is so heavy and the strength 

of the oppressed Muslim bodies is getting weaker to hold it, they 

follow the will of the Quraysh who torture them by birth, while his 

heart remains submissive to Allah and His Messenger, except Bilal, 

may God loves him. For him, the suffering still feels too light 

compared to his love of God and the struggle in his path. 

The Quraish who tortured Bilal most was Umayyah bin 

Khalaf with his executioners. They smacked Bilal's bare back with 

a whip, but Bilal just said, "Sunday, Sunday ... (God Almighty)." 

They cradled Bilal's bare chest with a huge hot stone, Bilal just 

said, "Sunday, Sunday ..." increased his torture, but Bilal kept 

saying, "Sunday, Sunday ..." 

They forced Bilal to praise Latta and 'Uzza, but Bilal praised 

the name of Allah and His Apostle. They kept forcing her, "Follow 

what we say!" 

Bilal replied, "My tongue can not say it." This answer made 

their tortures even more intense and violent. 

When tired and tired of torturing, the tyrant, Umayyah bin 

Khalaf, tied Bilal's neck with a rough rope and handed it over to 

some untidy people and children to pull him on the streets and 

drag him along Abthah Mecca. Meanwhile, Bilal enjoys the 

torment he receives for defending the teachings of Allah and His 

Messenger. He continued to pronounce his glorious statement, 
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"Sunday ..., Sunday ... Sunday ... Sunday ..." He kept repeating it 

without getting bored and tired. 

One day, Abu Bakr Rodhiallahu 'anhu made an offer to 

Umayyah bin Khalaf to buy Bilal from him. Umayyah raises the 

price doubled. He thinks Abu Bakr will not pay for it. But as it 

turns out, Abu Bakr agrees, despite having to spend nine uqiyah 

gold.After the transaction Umayyah said to Abu Bakr, "Actually, if 

you bid for a uqiyah, then I will not hesitate to sell it." 

Abu Bakr replied, "If you offer up to a hundred uqiyah, then 

I will not hesitate to buy it." 

When Abu Bakr told the Messenger of Allaah that he had 

bought and saved Bilal from the clutches of his tormentors, the 

Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) 

said to Abu Bakr, "Then let me ally with you to pay for it, O Abu 

Bakr." 

Ash-Shiddiq Rodhiallahu 'anhu replied, "I have set him free, 

O Messenger of Allah." 

After the Messenger of Allaah alaihi wasallam allowed his 

companions to emigrate to Medina, they immediately emigrated, 

including Bilal Rodhiallahu 'anhu. Arriving in Medina, Bilal lived a 

house with Abu Bakr and 'Amir bin Fihr. Unfortunately, they have 

fever. When the fever subsided somewhat, Bilal chanted the 

longing gurindam with his clear voice: 

Unfortunate me, will one night 

I spent the night in Fakh surrounded by idzkhir and jalil 

trees 

Will one day drink Mijannah water 

Will I see again the mountains of Shamah and Thafil 

 

No wonder why Bilal so longed for Mecca and his village; 

longing for the valley and the mountains, for that is where he feels 

the joy of faith. It was there that he enjoyed all forms of torture to 

gain the pleasure of Allah. It was there that he managed to resist 

the lusts and temptations of demons. 
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Bilal lived in Medina quietly and away from the reach of the 

Quraysh who often tormented him. Now, he devotes all his 

attention to accompany Prophet as well as his lover, Muhammad 

Shalallahu 'alaihi wasallam. Bilal always follow the Messenger of 

Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) wherever he 

goes. 

Always be with him at prayer time or while away for jihad. 

Togetherness with the Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of 

Allaah be upon him) is like a shadow that never separated from the 

owner. 

When the Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of 

Allaah be upon him) finished building the Nabawi Mosque in 

Madinah and appointed the azan, Bilal was appointed as the first 

to call the azan (muezin) in Islamic history. 

Usually, after the call to prayer, Bilal stood at the door of the 

house of the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him), 

exclaiming, "Hayya 'alashsholaati hayya' alalfalaahi ..." (Let's carry 

out the prayers, let's take advantage ...) "Then, when the Messenger 

of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) home and 

Bilal saw him, Bilal immediately chant an iqamat. 

Once upon a time, Najasyi, King Habashah, awarded three 

short spears which included his most special possessions to the 

Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him). 

The Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon 

him) took a spear, while the rest was given to Ali ibn Abu Talib 

and Umar ibn al-Khattab, but soon afterwards he gave the spear to 

Bilal. From that moment on, as long as the Prophet lived, Bilal 

always carried the short spear everywhere. He took him on the 

occasion of two prayers 'id (Idul Fitri and Eid al-Adha), and istisqa' 

prayer (please rain), and stuck it in front of him while performing 

prayers outside the mosque. 

Bilal accompanied the Prophet Shalallahu 'alaihi wasallam in 

the Battle of Badr. He watched with his own eyes how God 

fulfilled His promise and helped His army. He also saw instantly 
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the deaths of the great Quraish leaders who had tormented him 

greatly. He saw Abu Jahal and Umayyad bin Khalaf falling into the 

ground by the swords of the Muslims and his blood rushing from 

the jabs of the men they had tortured. 

When the Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of 

Allaah be upon him) conquered the city of Mecca, he walked in 

front of his green troops with the 'caller of heaven', Bilal bin 

Rabah. Upon entering the Kaaba, he was accompanied by three 

men, Uthman bin Talha, the key bearer of the Ka'bah, Usama bin 

Zaid, known as the beloved of the Prophet Shalallahu 'alaihi 

wasallam. 

The Zhuhur Prayer arrived. Thousands of people gathered 

around the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him), 

including the Quraysh who were newly converted to Islam at that 

time, both willingly and compassionately. Everyone see that 

magnificient scenery. At such a historic moment, the Messenger of 

Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) summoned 

Bilal bin Rabah to ascend to the roof of the Ka'bah to utter the 

phrase of monotheism from there. Bilal carried out the orders of 

the Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon 

him) gladly, and echoed the call to prayer with a clear and clear 

voice. 

Thousands of pairs of eyes looked at him and thousands of 

tongues followed the call to prayer. But on the other hand, those 

who are not faithful with all their heart, unable to harbor hasad in 

the chest. They feel hatred has torn their hearts. 

As the call to prayer Bilal came to the phrase, "Asyhadu anna 

muhammadan rasuulullaahi (I testify that Muhammad is the 

messenger of God)". 

Juwairiyah bint Abu Jahal murmured, "Really, God has 

raised your position. Indeed, we will still pray, but for God's sake, 

we do not like people who have killed our loved ones. "That is, his 

father who died in the Battle of Badr. 
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Khalid bin Usaid said, "I thank God who has glorified my 

father by not witnessing the events of today." Incidentally his 

father died the day before the Messenger of Allaah (peace and 

blessings of Allaah be upon him) entered the city of Mecca. 

While al-Harith bint Hisham said, "How unfortunate is my 

fate, why did I not die before seeing Bilal rise above the Ka'bah." 

AI-Hakam bin Abu al-'Ash said, "By Allah, this is a very big 

disaster. A slave of the people of Jumah voiced above this building 

(Ka'ba). " 

While Abu Sufyan who was near them simply said, "I did 

not say anything, because if I make a statement, even if only one 

sentence, it will surely come to Muhammad bin Abdullah." 

Bilal became a fixed muezzin as long as the Messenger of 

Allah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) lived. During 

that time, the Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of Allaah be 

upon him) loved the voice which, when tortured with such severe 

torment in the past, he chantedShortly after Rasulullah Shalallahu 

'alaihi wasallam breathed his last breath, the time of prayer arrived. 

Bilal stood up to proclaim the call to prayer, while the body of the 

Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) 

was wrapped in a shroud and not yet buried. When Bilal comes to 

the sentence, "Asyhadu anna muhammadan rasuulullaahi (I testify that 

Muhammad is the messenger of God)", suddenly his voice 

stopped. He can not lift his voice anymore. The Muslims who 

were present there could not resist the tears, then burst out sobs 

that made the atmosphere more blue. 

Since the departure of Rasulullah Shalallahu 'alaihi wasallam, 

Bilal was only able to proclaim the call to prayer for three days. 

Each to the sentence, "Asyhadu anna muhammadan rasuulullaahi (I 

testify that Muhammad is the messenger of Allah)", he 

immediately burst into tears. So did the Muslims who heard it, 

dissolved in a sad cry. 

Therefore, Bilal appealed to Abu Bakr, who replaced the 

Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) as 
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the leader, in order to be allowed not to call the azan again, for not 

being able to do so. In addition, Bilal also asked permission to him 

to get out of the city of Madinah by reason of jihad in the way of 

Allah and go to war in the region of Sham. 

Initially, ash-Shiddiq was hesitant to grant Bilal's request as 

well as allow him out of the city of Medina, but Bilal urged him 

saying, "If you used to buy me for your own sake, you have the 

right to arrest me, but if you have set me free for God, then leave 

me alone free to Him. " 

Abu Bakr replied, "By Allah, I really bought you for God, 

and I set you free for God." 

Bilal replied, "Then I will never call the call to prayer for 

anyone after the Messenger of Allaah shalallahu 'alaihi wasallam 

died." 

Abu Bakr replied, "Well, I grant it." Bilal left Madina with 

the first army sent by Abu Bakr. He lives in the Darayya area not 

far from the city of Damascus. Bilal really did not want to 

pronounce the call to the arrival of Umar ibn al-Khattab to the 

area of Sham, who again met with Bilal Radhiallahu 'anhu after 

being separated for quite a while. 

Umar longed for a meeting with Bilal and placed so much 

respect on him that if anyone mentions Abu Bakr as-Siddiq's name 

before him, Umar immediately replied (which means), "Abu Bakr 

is our master and has freed our master (meaning Bilal). " 

On the occasion of the meeting, a number of friends urged 

Bilal to want to preach the call to prayer before al-Faruq Umar ibn 

al-Khattab. When the loud voice of Bilal came back to sound the 

call to prayer, Umar could not bear his tears, so he burst into tears, 

followed by all the companions who were present until their 

beards were wet with tears. Bilal's voice generated all their longings 

for the periods of life spent in Medina with the Messenger of Allah 

(peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him), the "reverberation of 

the heavens", remained in Damascus until his death. 
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Khalifah Abu Ja'far Al Mansur is the son of Muhammad Al 

Mansur is the second Caliph of the Bani Abbassyiah son of 

Muhammad ibn Ali ibn Abdullah ibn Abbas bin Abdul Muttalib 

was born in Hammimah in 101 H. His mother was named Salamah 

al Barbariyah, A woman from the tribe of Al Mansur is the brother 

of Ibrahim Al Imam and Abdul Abbas As-safah. Al Mansur has a 

strong personality, firm, brave, intelligent and has a brilliant brain. 

He was crowned the crown prince by his brother, Abdul 

Abbas As-Safah. When As-Safah died, Al Mansur was appointed 

khilafah at the age of 36 years. he had become a khalifa in place of 

Abul Abbas al-Saffah's death. At such a young age, he came 

forward to resolve the various problems that were engulfing the 

Abbasid dynasty. His success in overcoming the internal problems 

of the Abbasid dynasty, brought the name of the Bani Abbas and 

strengthened the basis of the Abbasid dynasty. 

In addition, al-Mansur also known as a great caliph, 

assertive, wise, pious, forward-thinking, neat, respectable, kind, 

and courageous government. His courage is demonstrated by his 

ability to overcome rebellions by his uncle, Abdullah bin Ali. 

Therefore, he managed to build power and established it with 

various political strategies by drafting rules, laws, and so on. 

 After running the government for more than 22 years, on 7 

Dhu al-Hijjah 158 AH / 775 AD, Al Mansur died while traveling 

to Mecca to perform the pilgrimage at the age of 57, at a place 

called "Bikru Ma'unah". His body was buried in Makkah. 

Having been installed as Caliph year 136 H / 754 AD, Al 

Mansur fixes government administration and political policy. He 

made the vizier the ministerial coordinator. The first Vizir who 

was appointed was Khalid bin Barmag, Derived Balk, Persia. Al 

Mansur establishes state protocol, state secretary and state police, 

in addition to armed forces. He appointed Muhammad Bin Abd Al 

Rahman as judge at the state judiciary. Postal service that has 

existed since the Umayyad dynasty enhanced its role, especially to 

collect all the information from the area for the administration to 
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run smoothly, as well as become the center of information caliph 

to control the governors. 

To expand the political network, Al Mansur conquered the 

area of self-deprivation, and put security in the border area. 

Among these attempts were to seize fortress fortress in Asia, 

Malatia Town, Cappadocia Region, and Cicilia in 756-758 AD. His 

army also crossed the Taurus murder and approached the 

Bosporus Strait. 

In the early days of the Abbasid dynasty, in the time of 

Abdul Abbas As-Safah, the center of his government was in the 

city of Anbar, an ancient Persian city east of the Euphrates. His 

court was named Hashimiah, attributed to his grandfather, Hashim 

ibn Abd Manaf. In the time of Al Mansur, the center of 

government was moved again to Kuffah. He founded a new palace 

with the name Hashimiah II. Furthermore, to further stabilize and 

maintain political stabiliytas, Al Mansur seeks strategic areas to be 

the nation's capital.  

The choice is far in what is now Baghdad, Located on the 

banks of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. Since the days of ancient 

Persia, this city has become a trading center visited by merchants 

from various corners of the world, including traders from China 

and India. Baghdad means "garden of justice". The park was with 

the destruction of the Persian kingdom. But his name remains a 

memory of the people. 

The city was built khalifah by involving the architecture, 

masons, carpenters, painters, sculptors, and others. They were 

imported from Syria, Mosul, and Basrah, and Kufa numbering 

about 100,000 people. Baghdad city is round. Around him was 

built a wall or a wall of a large and tall, while the outer ditalih 

ditalnya large that serves as a water channel, as well as a fortress. 

Al Mansur showed great interest and attention to the 

development of science. Copying of Iranian and Iraqi literature, 

Grik and Siryani was done on a large scale. He encouraged the 
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effort to translate the book of knowledge from foreign culture 

Arabic language to be made of Islam. 

The college of ketabiban in Jundisapur built by Khosru 

anusyiran (351-579 AD, the Persian emperor) was revived through 

the teaching of the physician healers of Grik and Rome, who were 

prisoners of war. 

Al Mansur also established a college as a field of knowledge 

called "Baitul Hikmah". His efforts have made him a book of 

Islamic science and commerce. Iya invites many scholars and 

experts from various regions to come and live in Baghdad. He 

encouraged the bookkeeping of religious knowledge, such as Fiqh, 

Tafsir, Tawheed, Hadith, and other sciences such as language and 

literature. At the time of his birth also the poets, author , and a 

great translator, including Ibn Muqaffak who translates books 

khalilah wadimah from Persian language. 
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Muhammad bin Musa Al-Khawarizmi was an expert on 

mathematics, astronomy, astrology, and geography originating 

from Persia. He was born around 780 M in Khwārizm and died 

about 850 M in Baghdad. He is known as the Inventor of Algebra 

and Zero. The original name of Al-Khawarizmi is Muhammad Ibn 

Musa al-Khawarizmi. In addition he is recognized as Abu 

Abdullah Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Yusoff. Al-Khawarizmi is 

known in the West as al-Khawarizmi, al-Cowarizmi, al-Ahawizmi, 

al-Karismi, al-Gorithmi, al-Gorismi and some other spelling ways. 

He is known as the inventor of Algebra and also the number zero. 

He was born in Bukhara.  

The year 780-850 M was the age of glory of al-Khawarizmi. 

al-Khwarizmi had died between 220 and 230 M. Some say al-

Khawarizmi lived around the beginning of the middle of the 9th 

century. Another source asserts that he lived in Khawarism, 

Uzbekistan in 194H/ 780M and died in 266H/ 850M in Baghdad. 

He works as a lecturer at the Honorary School in Baghdad. This 

activity was done almost throughout his life. His first work is the 

book al-Jabar. This book is the first to discuss systematic solutions 

of linear and quadratic notation. So he is referred to as Mr. 

Algebra.  

The Latin translation of his Arithmetic, which introduced 

Indian numerals, was then introduced as the "Decimal System 

Numbering System" in the Western world to the 12th century. He 

revised and adapted Ptolemy's Geography as well as doing writings 

on astronomy and astrology. Muhammad bin Musa al-Khawarizmi 

The contribution of al-Khwarizmi not only has great consequences 

for mathematics, but also in language. The word Algebra comes 

from the word al-Jabr, one of two operations in mathematics to 

complete the quadratic notation, which is written in his book.  

The word logarism and logarithm is taken from the word 

Algorismi, the Latinization of his name. His name is also absorbed 

in Spanish Guarismo and in Portuguese, Algarismo which means 

digit. His greatest work in mathematics, astronomy, astrology, 
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geography, cartography, as a foundation and then more innovative 

in algebra, trigonometry, and to other fields he employs. His 

logical and systematic approach to linear settlement and quadratic 

notation provides accuracy in algebraic disciplines.  

The name taken from the name of one of his books to the 

year 830 M, al-Kitab al-Mukhtasar fi Hisab al-Jabr wa'l-Muqabala 

or: "Summary Book for Calculations by Completing and 

Balancing", his first book was translated into in Latin to the 12th 

century. In his book, Calculations with Hindu numerals, written in 

825 M, prescribe the diffusion of Indian numerals into the Middle 

East and then Europe. His book was translated into Latin, 

Algoritmi de numero Indorum, showing the word algorithm being 

Latin. Some of his contributions are based on Persian and 

Babylonian astronomy, Indian numerals, and Greek sources. His 

systemation and correction of Ptolemy's data to geography is a 

tribute to Africa and the Middle East. His other great book, The 

Book of Surat al-Ard, which shows the coordinates and base 

locations known to the world, boldly evaluates the long value of 

the Mediterranean Sea and the cities in Asia and Africa previously 

given by Ptolemy.  

He then headed the construction of a world map for the 

Caliph al-Ma'mun and participated in the project of determining 

the layout on Earth, along with 70 other geographers to create a 

map that was called "Know the World". When his work was 

copied and transferred to Europe and Latin, it had a profound 

effect on the progress of basic mathematics in Europe. He also 

writes on astrolabs and sundials. His second major book is about 

arithmetic, which survives in Latin, but disappears from the 

original Arabic. The translation was done to the 12th century by 

Adelard of Bath, which also translated the astronomical tables in 

1126.  

In Latin manuscripts, it is usually not named, but usually 

begins with the words: Dixit algorizmi, or Algoritmi de numero 

Indorum ("al-Khawarizmi to number Hindu art"), a new name was 
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given to his work by Baldassarre Boncompagni in 1857. The 

original book may be called Kitāb al-Jam'a wa-l-tafrīq bi-hisāb al-

Hind ("The Sum and Red Book by Calculation Hindu"). His 

famous third book is Kitāb Surat al-Ars "The Book of the World" 

or "The Appearance of the Earth" translated by Geography, 

completed in 833 is a revision and refinement of Ptolemy's 

Geography, consisting of a list of 2402 coordinates of other cities 

and geographical places following general development.  

There is only one copy of Kitāb Surat al-Ars, which is 

preserved in the University Library of Strasbourg. The Latin 

translation is stored in the Biblioteca Nacional de Espaxa in 

Madrid. The full title of his book is the Book of Approaches 

About the World, with Cities, Mountains, Seas, All Islands and 

Rivers, written by Abu Ja'far Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khawarizmi 

based on the geographical depths written by Ptolemy and 

Claudius. The book begins with a list of longitude and latitude, 

including "Weather Zone", which writes the effects of latitude and 

longitude on the weather.  

By Paul Gallez, it is said that it is very useful to determine 

our position in adverse conditions to make a practical approach. 

Whether in Arabic or Latin copies, nothing is left out of this book. 

Therefore, Hubert Daunicht reconstructs the map from a list of 

coordinates. He sought an approach similar to the map. Not 

enough just until the third book, he also wrote other books that 

became the reference scientists to the next period until now. 
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Jabir Ibn Hayyan is one of the most considered scientists to 

hold the title of Arab chemist at the beginning of his development. 

Abu Musa Jabir bin Hayyan also known as Geber, is a Muslim 

polymath figure chemist and alchemist, astronomer and astrologer, 

geographer engineer, philosopher and physician. Born and 

educated at Tus, he then traveled to kufa and his father came from 

Syria (Bilad al-Shim). 

Abu Abdullah Jabir ibn Hayyan al-Kufi as-Sufi is the full 

name of Jabir ibn Hayyan. Ia was born in 721 and grew up in a 

family of doctors. There is an opinion that Jabir is of Greek 

descent who embraced Islam. 

Since childhood, Ibn Hayyan is familiar with the empirical 

and medical world he succesfully classified a variety of objects 

based on the chemical elements that make up. Classification is 

divided into three, namely the body, life and reason. Jabir includes 

gold (Au) and silver (Ag) elements and the body category, while 

sulfur (S) and arsenic (AS) are in the category of life. Meanwhile, 

mercury (Hg) and ammonia cells (coal and essence) are included in 

the categories of reason. If we know the metal and non-metal 

groups in the classification of the compound group, then look at 

what was first done by Jabir. He proposed the following there 

groups of compounds:  

1. “Spirits” that evaporate when heated, such as camphor, arsenic 

and ammonium chloride. 

2. “Metals” such as gold, silver, lead and copper and. 

3. “Stones” which can be converted to powder form. 

Book and collections of Ibn Hayyan‟s writings are divided 

into several important groups. First, the book contains a number 

of essays on the practice of alchemy whose system refers to 

ancient alchemy. Second, the book contains a descriptions of the 

teaching of alchemy. Third, a book that recognizes equilibrium. A 

description of the theoretical basis, or alchemical philosophy, and 

occultism. Ibn Hayyan has written about 306 book of chemistry, 
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which are then translated in various languages and strored in 

libraries around the world. 

The name Ibn Hayyan in know as a chemist after the 

presented a number of chemical research methods of his 

invention. He is also a pioneer of empiricism and scientific 

methodology. He was able to express his views on the theory of 

geological formation, the result of a mixture of various metals. He 

has also studied and deepened the process of making carbonates 

and compounds of  sulphide and arsenic compound. In addition, 

Ibn Hayyan also frequently undertakes metal purification efforts, 

paint color of leather fabrics and so on. 

In order to support his activities as a scientist, Ibn Hayyan 

founded a laboratory. In this place, he performed a number of 

experiments, such as sublimation, filtering, crystallization, an so 

on. According to Ibn Hayyan, experiments is the most imporartant 

aspect in chemistry. If one can not lay the groundwork of 

knowledge through experiments then most likely he will make 

mistakes. He also said that a chemical theory can not be 

acknowledged if only based on what has been read, but must first 

be tested and verified through a series of experiments and 

research. 

In addition to writing essays, Ibn Hayyan also wrote the 

literature. The number of literature of his work is very much and 

represents almost all areas of science that existed at that time until 

the end of the seventh century. From a number of facts, it is 

known that the collection of writings was made in the late ninth 

and early twentieth centuries. 

On his services and work in the field of chemistry, Jabir ibn 

Hayyan received the title of first Islamic Chemist. He is not only 

focussed in his native country but also in other regions such as 

Europe. There, he is better known by the name of Geber ibn 

Hayyan was the first scientist to use the scientific method in his 

activity in the the fied of alchemy, which later developed into 

chemistry as it know today. Jabir ibn Hayyan is is also kow as the 
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first person to set up a laboratory and use a furnace as a place to 

process minerals, extracting substance before then classifying 

them. 

In his laboratory, Ibn Hayyan conducted a number of 

studies and experiments with remarkable persistence. Persistence 

in not in vain because he finally managed to compounds, sunch as 

carbides (carbida acid). Through his experiments and research, Ibn 

Hayyan also contributed several theories about evaporation, 

granulation, melting, compounding and sublimation. Some of 

Jabir‟s experiments are stiil often used to classify chemical 

elements, especially in metals and non-metals. 

Ibn Hayyan also wrote a number of trealises, especially those 

related to chemistry. Through his treatise, he introduced a still 

otten used to classity chemical elements, especially in metals and 

non-metals, Ibn Hayyan also wrote a number of treatises, 

especially those related to chemistry. Throught his treatise, he 

introduced a new research model which later later became the 

starting point of the development of modern  chemistry. In the 

Middle Ages, Ibn Hayyan‟s treatise entitled Kitab al-kimya and 

Kitab al-Sab‟een was translated in Latin. Later, the Latin 

translation of Kitab al-Kimya was republished by an Englishman 

named Robert Chester entitled “The Book of the Composotoin of 

Alchemy” (1444). Meanwhile, kitab al-sab‟een is re-tranlated by 

gerard of the cremona. A book by Ibn Hayyan was also translated 

by berthelot white the title book of kingdom, book of the balances 

and book of eastern mercury. In 1678, an english translator named 

richard russel translated another jabir by the title of the sum of 

perfection. In later days the sum of perfection became the most 

popular book in europe for several centuries.  

Jabir was a natural  philosopher who lived mostly in the 8th 

century, he was born in Tus, Khrusan, in Iran (Persia), then ruled 

by the umayyad caliphate. Jabir in classical sources has been 

entitled differently as al-Azdi al Barigi or al Kufi or al Tusi or al-

Sufi. There is a difference of opinion whether he is a persian from 
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Khurasan who then goes to Kufa or some has suggested, 

originating Syria and the living in Persia and Iraq. Her ethnic 

background is unclear, but most reference sources reveal her as 

Persian. In some sources, he is reportedly the son of Hayyan al-

Azdi, a pharmacist from the Arab tribe Azd who migrated from 

Yemen to Kufa (an Iraq) during the Umayyad Caliphate. While 

Henry Corbin believes Geber appears to have been a client and a 

Azd tribe. Jabir became an alchemist in the court of Caliph Harun 

al-Rashid, he wrote the book of al-Zuhra “The Book of Venus” on 

the noble art of alchemy. Hayyan has supported the Abbasid 

rebellion against the Umayyads, and was sent by them to Khorasan 

province (now Afganistan and Iran) to gather support for their 

cause. He was finally arrested by the umayyads and executed. His 

family fled to Yemen, where Jabir was  raised and studied the 

quran, mathematics and other subjects, the profession of the jabir 

father may have contributed greatly to his interest in alchemy. 

After the abbasid came to power, Jabir gather support tor their 

cause. He was finally arrested. His family fled to Yemen, where 

Jabir was raised and stuied the Quran, mathematics and other 

subjects. The professions of the Jabir father may have contributed 

greatly to his interest in alchemy. 

After the abbasids came to power, Jabir returned came to 

power, Jabir returned to kufa. He started his career and practiced 

medicine, under the protection of the vizier (from the noble 

Persian family of barmakids) caliph Harun al-Rashid. In 803, Jabir 

was placed under hous arrest in Kufa, where he remained until his 

death. 
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Al-Kindi was born and brought up in Kufa, which was a 

centre for Arab culture and learning in the 9th century. This was 

certainly the right place for al-Kindi to get the best education 

possible at this time. Although quite a few details (and legends) of 

al-Kindi's life are given in various sources, these are not all 

consistent. We shall try to give below details which are fairly well 

substantiated.  

According to, al-Kindi's father was the governor of Kufah, 

as his grandfather had been before him. Certainly all agree that al-

Kindi was descended from the Royal Kindah tribe which had 

originated in southern Arabia. This tribe had united a number of 

tribes and reached a position of prominence in the 5th and 6th 

centuries but then lost power from the middle of the 6th century. 

However, descendants of the Royal Kindah continued to hold 

prominent court positions in Muslim times.  

After beginning his education in Kufah, al-Kindi moved to 

Baghdad to complete his studies and there he quickly achieved 

fame for his scholarship. He came to the attention of the Caliph al-

Ma'mun who was at that time setting up the "House of Wisdom" 

in Baghdad. Al-Ma'mun had won an armed struggle against his 

brother in 813 and became Caliph in that year. He ruled his 

empire, first from Merv then, after 818, he ruled from Baghdad 

where he had to go to put down an attempted coup.  

Al-Ma'mun was a patron of learning and founded an 

academy called the House of Wisdom where Greek philosophical 

and scientific works were translated. Al-Kindi was appointed by al-

Ma'mun to the House of Wisdom together with al-Khwarizmi and 

the Banu Musa brothers. The main task that al-Kindi and his 

colleagues undertook in the House of Wisdom involved the 

translation of Greek scientific manuscripts. Al-Ma'mun had built 

up a library of manuscripts, the first major library to be set up 

since that at Alexandria, collecting important works from 

Byzantium. In addition to the House of Wisdom, al-Ma'mun set 

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Al-Khwarizmi.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Banu_Musa.html
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up observatories in which Muslim astronomers could build on the 

knowledge acquired by earlier peoples.  

In 833 al-Ma'mun died and was succeeded by his brother al-

Mu'tasim. Al-Kindi continued to be in favour and al-Mu'tasim 

employed al-Kindi to tutor his son Ahmad. Al-Mu'tasim died in 

842 and was succeeded by al-Wathiq who, in turn, was succeeded 

as Caliph in 847 by al-Mutawakkil. Under both these Caliphs al-

Kindi fared less well. It is not entirely clear whether this was 

because of his religious views or because of internal arguments and 

rivalry between the scholars in the House of Wisdom. Certainly al-

Mutawakkil persecuted all non-orthodox and non-Muslim groups 

while he had synagogues and churches in Baghdad destroyed. 

However, al-Kindi's: 

... lack of interest in religious argument can be seen in the topics on 

which he wrote. ... he appears to coexist with the world view of orthodox Islam. 

In fact most of al-Kindi's philosophical writings seem 

designed to show that he believed that the pursuit of philosophy is 

compatible with orthodox Islam. This would seem to indicate that 

it is more probably that al-Kindi became: 

... the victim of such rivals as the mathematicians Banu Musa and the 

astrologer Abu Ma'shar. 

It is claimed that the Banu Musa brothers caused al-Kindi to 

lose favour with al-Mutawakkil to the extent that he had him 

beaten and gave al-Kindi's library to the Banu Musa brothers.  

Al-Kindi was best known as a philosopher but he was also a 

mathematician and scientist of importance: 

To his people he became known as ... the philosopher of the Arabs. He 

was the only notable philosopher of pure Arabian blood and the first one in 

Islam. Al-Kindi "was the most leaned of his age, unique among his 

contemporaries in the knowledge of the totality of ancient scientists, embracing 

logic, philosophy, geometry, mathematics, music and astrology. 

Perhaps, rather surprisingly for a man of such learning 

whose was employed to translate Greek texts, al-Kindi does not 

appear to have been fluent enough in Greek to do the translation 

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Banu_Musa.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Banu_Musa.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Banu_Musa.html
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himself. Rather he polished the translations made by others and 

wrote commentaries on many Greek works. Clearly he was most 

influenced most strongly by the writings of Aristotle but the 

influence of Plato, Porphyry and Proclus can also be seen in al-

Kindi's ideas. We should certainly not give the impression that al-

Kindi merely borrowed from these earlier writer, for he built their 

ideas into an overall scheme which was certainly his own 

invention.  

Al-Kindi wrote many works on arithmetic which included 

manuscripts on Indian numbers, the harmony of numbers, lines 

and multiplication with numbers, relative quantities, measuring 

proportion and time, and numerical procedures and cancellation. 

He also wrote on space and time, both of which he believed were 

finite, 'proving' his assertion with a paradox of the infinite. Garro 

gives al-Kindi's 'proof' that the existence of an actual infinite body 

or magnitude leads to a contradiction in. In his more recent paper, 

Garro formulates the informal axiomatics of al-Kindi's paradox of 

the infinite in modern terms and discusses the paradox both from 

a mathematical and philosophical point of view.  

In geometry al-Kindi wrote, among other works, on the 

theory of parallels. He gave a lemma investigating the possibility of 

exhibiting pairs of lines in the plane which are simultaneously non-

parallel and non-intersecting. Also related to geometry was the two 

works he wrote on optics, although he followed the usual practice 

of the time and confused the theory of light and the theory of 

vision.  

Perhaps al-Kindi's own words give the best indication of 

what he attempted to do in all his work. In the introduction to one 

of his books he wrote (see for example): 

It is good ... that we endeavour in this book, as is our habit in all 

subjects, to recall that concerning which the Ancients have said everything in 

the past, that is the easiest and shortest to adopt for those who follow them, and 

to go further in those areas where they have not said everything ...  

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Aristotle.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Plato.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Porphyry.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Proclus.html
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Certainly al-Kindi tried hard to follow this path. For example 

in his work on optics he is critical of a Greek description by 

Anthemius of how a mirror was used to set a ship on fire during a 

battle. Al-Kindi adopts a more scientific approach (see for 

example): 

Anthemius should not have accepted information without proof ... He 

tells us how to construct a mirror from which twenty-four rays are reflected on a 

single point, without showing how to establish the point where the rays unite at 

a given distance from the middle of the mirror's surface. We, on the other hand, 

have described this with as much evidence as our ability permits, furnishing 

what was missing, for he has not mentioned a definite distance. 

Much of al-Kindi's work remains to be studied closely or has 

only recently been subjected to scholarly research. For example al-

Kindi's commentary on Archimedes' The measurement of the circle has 

only received careful attention as recently as the 1993 publication 

by Rashed. 
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Another name for Al-Razi was Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn 

Yahya Ibn Zakaria Al Razi. Scientific discourse in the West known 

as Rhazes. He was born in Rayy, an old city whose past named 

Rhogee, near Tehran, the Islamic Republic of Iran on December 1 

through the 251H/865M. There are several other character names 

are also on call Al-Razi, namely Abu Hatim on Al-Razi, Al-

Fakhruddin Razi and Najmuddin Al-Razi. Therefore, to distinguish 

Al-Razi, the philosophers of this from other characters, needs to 

be added as Abu Bakar, which was the name of kun-well his (title).  

In his youth, he was a diamond artisan, money changers 

and music players (harp). Later, he paid attention to chemistry and 

left it after his eyes are stricken with diseases caused by the 

experiments. After that, he switched and studied medicine and 

philosophy. Al-Razi is famous as a doctor who is generous, 

compassionate to his patients, so he often gives free treatment to 

poor people. 

Because of its reputation in this field of medicine, Al-Razi 

was ever appointed to be head of hospital of Rayy in the reign of 

Governor Al Mansyur Ibn Ishaq ibn Ahmad for six years (290-296 

902-908 H/M). At this time also Al-Razi wrote bukun al-Thibb al-

Mansyuri which is dedicated to Mansyur Ibn Ishaq ibn Ahmad. 

From Rayy then Al-Razi to Baghdad and at the request of the 

Caliph Al-Muktafi (289-295 H/901-908 M), which was in power at 

the time, he led the hospital in Baghdad. Al-Razi's renown as a 

physician not only in the East but also in the West, he is 

sometimes called The Arabic Galen. 

After Caliph Al-Muktafi died, Al-Razi returned to Rayy, 

and then he moved around from one country to another country. 

He died on the 5th of Sha'baan 313 Ah/925 M, October 27, at the 

age of 60 years. The discipline of science include Al-Razi falak, 

mathematics, chemistry, medicine, and philosophy. He is better 

known as chemists and medical expert than as a philosopher. 

Al-Razi including a philosopher who diligently studying 

and writing. Even he has written at least 200 papers in various 
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fields of science, but a lot of the work is missing. The works of Al-

Razi in question are:  

1. Kitab Al-Asrar (chemistry, translated into Latin by Geard of 

Cremon); 

2. Al-Hawi (medical encyclopedia is until the 19th century XVI di 

Eropa, once translated into Latin under the title Continens 

1279 year; 

3. Al-Mansuri Liber al-Mansoris (the field of medicine, 10 

volumes); 

4. al-Judar wa al-Hasbah (on smallpox and measles disease analysis 

and prevention), while in philosophy. 

5. Al-Thibb al-Spiritually; 

6. Al-Sirah al-Falsafiyyah; 

7. Anger al-Iqbal al-Dawlah; 

8. al-Ladzdzah; 

9. al-' Ilm al-Divine; 

10.  Paper fi ma ba'dengan al-Thabi'iyyah; and 

11.  Al-Shukuk ' ala Proclus. 

 

Al-Razi was including a pure rationalist. He simply trust 

the power of intellect. In medical clinical studies that did find a 

strong method, based upon observation and experimentation. As 

found in the book of al-faraj ba'd al Syaiddah, Al-Tanukhi (died 

384). In Philosophia volume 1, pp. 17 to 18 also shows methods. 

Even the worship of Al-Razi against common sense appear very 

clearly on the first page of his book "al-Thibb". He says: "... Praise 

be to God, who has given us a reason so that we can get as many 

benefits, this is the best gift of God to us. With a sense we can see 

everything that is useful to us and making our lives better with the 

intellect, we can know that the dark, distant and hidden from us, 

with the tools that we can gain knowledge about God, a the 

highest knowledge we can get, if it makes sense in such a noble 

and important, then we should not devalue it, we should not 

determine, for he was the deciding or not to be in control, because 
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he is governing or rule, for he Government but we should go back 

to him in all things and determine any problems with it, we should 

be expanded feet according his commandments.  

Among the statements of Al-Razi in value has strayed from 

religion. This charge will obviously bring damage to the reputation 

of the Al-Razi. Harun Nasution said that even Al-Razi was brave 

Muslim philosopher took out his opinions even though conflicts 

with leftism embraced Muslims. Later, Harun nasution concluded 

from the ideas of the Al-Razi, namely: 

1. Don't believe in Revelation, the Quran  

2. Not miracles,  

3. Presence of eternal things other than God. 

 

The Ar Razi known philosophy with teaching "the five 

Eternal", namely: 

1. God 

2. The Universal Soul; 

3. The first Matter; 

4. The absolute Space; 

5. Time/Absolute time. 

 

According to Al-Razi, two of the five eternal life and active, 

namely God and the soul/spirit is Universal. One of them is not 

passive, that life and matter. The other two are not living, not 

active nor passive, i.e., space and time. 

According to Al-Razi, the universe isn't qadim, baharu, 

although the material originally qadim, for creation here in the 

sense of material that has been compiled from there. Creation 

from nothing, to Al-Razi is logically untenable. The reason, from 

one side of a natural material that is composed of soil, air, water, 

fire and sky objects comes from the first material has existed since 

azali. On the other hand, if God created nature of nothing, He 

certainly tied to the creator all things from nothing, since this is the 
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mode that is most simple and fast. But in fact the creation of that 

kind is not possible. 

Universal soul is Al-Mabda al-qadim al-sany (the eternal 

source of the latter). To him there is power of life and move on, 

it's hard because she is without flesh, but because he possessed the 

instinct to unite with al-hayula al-ula (first material), it came in the 

form of His subtance can receive physical. Meanwhile, the first 

material without physical, God comes to help the spirit by creating 

the universe including the human body in the spirit.  

So did God create sense. It is the overflow of God. The 

purpose of his creation to arouse souls who fall asleep in the 

human physical body, that it is not an actual place, not a place of 

happiness and eternal place. Pleasure and happiness which is 

actually escape from the material with its philosophy. 

The first matter is eternal (jauhar qadim). He also called hayula 

muthlaq (the absolute material), which is none other than the 

atoms that can not be divided again. Al-Razi's opinions like these 

impressed similar to his, but his opinion is clearly different. 

The atoms don't split it, according to Al-Razi, has a 

volume ('azhm). Therefore, it can be formed. With the 

arrangement of the atoms resulting in the natural world. Natural 

material particles determines the primary kualitaskualitas of such 

material. A more dense particles become elements of the soil, the 

more tenuous particles of on the element of the element of water, 

the land becomes more porous particles into the air element, and a 

much more tenuous being the element of fire. 

To reinforce his opinion about the immortality of the first 

matter, Al-Razi propose two arguments. First, the existence of 

creation requires the existence of a creator. Material created by the 

eternal Creator is certainly eternal anyway. Second, the 

impossibility of creatio ex nihilo creation. As has been expressed 

before, that God created nature of existing material, i.e. material 

which has existed since the first azali. It has been mentioned that 

the eternal nature of the material because he occupies a space, then 
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the space is also eternal. Therefore, space, according to Ar-Razi, 

can be distinguished into two types: the particular space (al-al-juz'i) 

and universal (al al-kully). The first space is limited and bound by a 

form that occupied it. These spaces would not exist without the 

maujud so he cannot be understood separately with maujud. This 

will be limited to particular spaces with limited maujud, change and 

disappear according to the circumstances maujud is in it. While the 

latter is not bound with maujud and unlimited. As evidence of the 

lack of space limitedness, Ar-Razi says that exist (the body) 

requires space and it could not be there without the space, but the 

space can exist without the existence of the form tresebut. This 

universal space is often also called al-khala (empty) and this is what 

is said to be Al-Razi eternal space. As space, Ar-Razi divides the 

time into two parts namely the absolute time (al-accidents) and 

relative time (Al mahsur or al-waqt). Al accidents is an age that 

does not have the beginning and the end as well as the universal, 

apart altogether from the bond universe, and the movement of the 

falak. Conservation of this period is a consequence of conservation 

of matter. Because of the material change, and the change indicates 

the days, then everlasting material, if the times must be immutable 

anyway. Al-mahsur or al-waqt was the particular nature and are not 

eternal, as well as limited as he is tied to the movement of the 

falak, rising and sinking of the Sun. 

With regard to the soul, Al-Razi requires a doctor to know 

the soul of Medicine (al-Thibb al-Spiritually) and body medicine 

(al-Thibb al-Physical) together, because people need it together 

anyway. Therefore, the soul becomes one of basic treatment for 

Ar-Razi. According to him, there is a close relationship between 

body and soul. For example, the emotions of the soul will not 

happen, except with sensory perception through. Excessive soul 

emotions will affect the balance of the body, so the embossed 

hesitations and melankolik.  

Although Al-Razi was a pure rationalist, he believe only it 

does not recognize the existence of the revelation and the 
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prophetic. Badawi explained the reasons Al-Razi in rejecting 

prophetic as follows: 

1. That makes sense is already sufficient to distinguish between 

the good and the bad, and the evil, the useful and the useless. 

Through human reason can know God and organize our lives 

as well as possible. Then why is it still needed a prophet? 

2. There is no privilege for some people to guide everyone, 

because everyone is born with the same intelligence the 

difference is not due to the vast nature, but due to development 

and education (experimental).  

3. The prophets are contradictory. When they spoke on behalf of 

the one God why their implementation different? After 

rejecting prophetic then Ar-Razi criticized the religion in 

General. He explains the contradictions of Christian Jews or 

Majus. human loyalty towards religion is because it mimics and 

customs, following the clergy who served the country and the 

religion, rites, and worship, affect those who are simple and 

naive. Then Al-Razi also criticized the religion in General. He 

also explains the contradictions of Jewish, Christian, Mani, and 

Majuzi in detail. Even more, he said, does not make sense God 

sent the prophets because they evoke a kemudaratan 

opposition. He also criticized systematically books of Quran 

revelation and the Gospel. He declined the miracle of the 

Quran, whether his style as well as its contents and confirms 

that it is possible to write a better book in a better style. He 

would rather read a book – scientific book than the Quran. Top 

basis, Badawi said that Al-Razi is very brave, not a Muslim 

thinker ever as brave  as he. 
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lbnu Sina is a Muslim scientist who famous in the world. 

He's a scientist with intelligent thoughts underlie science modern 

medicine. He is widely referred to as "Father Modern Medicine". 

As "The Most Famous Scientist of Islam and Wrong George 

Sarton called it The Most Famous One On All Fields Place, and 

Time. He was born in the golden age Islamic civilization, so he is 

called as figures Islamic world. 

lbn Sina is also a prolific writer, most of his work is about 

fllsafat and treatment. He is the only one great philosophy in Islam 

that has succeeded in establishing a philosophical system in Islam 

that has succeeded in establishing a philosophical system a 

complete and detailed, a system that is has dominating the Muslim 

philosophy tradition up to several century. His most famous work 

is The Book of Healing and The Canon of Medicine, are known 

too as Qanun used as Reference at the field of medicine for 

centuries. 

lbnu Sina was born at 980 AD at Afsyahnah area near 

Bukhara, now region Uzbekistan (later Persia). He comes from a 

family  in madzhab Ismai/ iyah already familiar with especially 

scientific discussions submitted by his father. His parents are a 

high-ranking employee in the Saman Dynasty. She grew up on 

Bukharaja as well as studying philosophy and the science of 

religion Islam. 

At the age of 10 he learned a lot science Islam and managed 

to memorize the Qur'an. He guided by Abu Abdellah Natili, in 

studying the science of logic to study the book of lsagoge and 

Prophyry, Euclidan AI-Magest Ptolemus. After that Prophyry, 

Euclidan Al-Magest Ptolemus. After that he also studied religion 

and Metaphysics Plato and Arsitoteles.   

After successfully explore the natural sciences and Lordship, 

lbn Sina was attracted to studying medicine. He studied science 

medicine on Isa bin Yahya. Though in theory he is immature, but 

he does a lot success in treating the sick. Whenever he faces 
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difficulties, he pleads to God for guidance, then inside God's sleep 

gives a solution against the difficulties he was facing. 

Once when Amir Noah Bin Nasr was suffer from severe 

pain. Heard about greatness owned by lbn Sina, he was finally 

asked came to the Palace to treat Amir Nuh Bin Nasr so his health 

recovered. Since that, lbn Sina became familiar with Amir Nuh Bin 

Nasr who has a library that has a collection of books that are 

complete in the area. So make lbn Sina got access to visit the most 

complete library of palaces namely the Pole Khana. 

Thanks to the library, Ibnu Sina gets lots of science for 

materials his discovery. One day the library the burned and local 

people accused Ibnu Sina that he accidentally burned the library, 

with the excuse that others can not More take advantage of the 

library. 

Ibnu Sina was born in the golden age of Islamic Civilization. 

At that time Muslim scientists many translate the text of science 

from Greek, Persian and Indian. The Greek text of the times 

Plato, afterward until the time of Aristotle intensive much 

translated and developed more advanced by Islamic scholars. 

This development is mainly done by universities which was 

founded by Al-Kindi. Development science knowledge in this 

period includes mathematics, astronomy, Algebra, Trigonometry, 

and medicine. In the days of Samayid dynasty section east of 

Persian the Khurasan region and the Buyid dynasty in western Iran 

and Persian gives a supportive atmosphere for scientific and 

cultural development. In the days The Samaniyah dynasty, Bukhara 

and Baghdad became the cultural and scientific center of the 

Islamic world. 

At the age of 22, Lina's father Sina died world. The Samanid 

government led to the collapse. Problems that occur in 

government the finally made him leave Bukhara. First he moved to 

Gurganj, he lives for 10 year in Gurganj. Then he moved from 

Gurganj to Nasa, then move back to Baward, and on moving 

places to learn new science and practice it. 
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Shams al-Ma ali Qabtis, a poet and scholar, which is where 

Sina hopes to find shelter, where around the year (1052) died killed 

by his army rebel. He himself at that time was exposed a very 

severe disease. Finally, in Gorgan, close The Sea of Kaspi, he visits 

with a friend, who bought a household near his own house in 

where Sina lbnu studied logic and astronomy. Some of Sina's lbnu 

guides are written for this person, and the beginnings of the book 

Canon of Medicine also done while he was living in Hyrcania. 

 

Ability In The Field Of Medicine And Philosophy 

In medicine he presented Al-Qanun, where modern medical 

science got a lesson, because this book is complete, arranged 

systematically. Book of Al-Qanun Writing lbn Sina for several 

centuries became the reference book primary and most authentic. 

This book explores general rule medical, medicine and medicine 

various diseases. Along with the resurrection translation 

movement in the 12th century AD, the book Al-Qanun is 

translated into Latin. Now the book has also been translated into 

English, French and German. Al Qanun is book collection of 

ancient and methods of treatment methods of Islamic medicine. 

Ibn Sina managed to compose the Islamic philosophical 

system which is neatly coordinated. Great job that is done lbn Sina 

is answering various issues that remain unanswered previous. The 

influence of Ibn Sina's philosophical thought such as his work of 

thought and his study in the field medicine is not only focused on 

the Islamic world but also penetrated Europe Albertos Magnus, 

German scientist from the flow Dominique who lived between 

1200-1280 AD was the first European to write an explanation 

complete about Aristotle's philosophy. It is known as the foremost 

pioneer of Christian Aristotelian thought. He's lah which marries 

the Christian world with thought Aristotle. He knows his views 

and thoughts the great Greek philosophy of Ibn Sina's books. Ibn 

Sina's metaphysics philosophy is a summary of philosophical 
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themes whose truths are recognized two centuries later by Western 

thinkers. 

Works written by lbnu Sina are estimated between 100 to 

250 titles. Works lbnu Sina the famous ones in Philosophy are As-

Shifa, An-Najat, and Al-Gestures. His work is well known in the 

field medicine is Al-Qanun. The quality of his work unusual and 

engaging in practice medicine, teaching, and politics, showing 

levels extra ordinary ability. On the other hand, he many write 

short essays. Some of his Works Among Other: 

1. Al Qanun (rules of treatment) 

2. Asy Syifa (consisting of 18 vols contains about various sciences) 

3. Al Inshaf (the book on true justice) 

4. An-Najah (book on the happiness of the Soul) 

5. Al-Musiqa (Books on music) 

6. and so on. 

In addition to his philosophy, lbnu Sina leaving behind a 

number of essays and poems. Some his famous essay is: 

1. Hayy ibn Yaqzhan 

2. Risaah Ath-Thair 

3. Risalah fi sirr AI-Qadar 

4. Risalah fi Al-'lsyq 

5. Tahshil As-Sa'adah 

Some of his poems are:  

1. Al-Urjuzah fi Ath- Thibb 

2. Al-Qasidah Al-Muzdawiyyah 

3. Al-Qasidah Al-'Ainiyyah 

In the history of medieval philosophical thought, the figure 

of lbn Sina earned high appreciation to modern times. He is the 

only one fllsafat great Islam who has managed to build the system 

a complete and detailed philosophy, a system that has dominated 

several Muslim philosophical traditions century. lbn Sina's life was 

spent on business state and writing. At the age of 58 years (428 H 

/ 1037M) lbn Sina died and was buried in Hamazan. lbn Sina is an 

example of the great civilization of Iran in his time. 
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Al-Biruni's full name is Abu Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-

Biruni. He was born in the town of Bairun, a city which became 

the territory of Khwarizmi, Persia, in 973. Ancestors of al-Biruni 

was the Persians, but the family comedian, Iran. For twenty years, 

al-Biruni city Bairun and spend time to learn the science of 

astronomy, literature, and philosophy. Al-Biruni also once traveled 

to a number of countries, such as Persia, Afghanistan, Iraq, and 

Syria, to explore art and culture. During this time, al-Biruni 

interacts with the rulers of Sasaniyah and Ghaznawiyah. In his trip, 

al-Biruni had met with Ibn Sina. He became a close friend of Ibn 

Sina for seven years. 

 Modern scientists call al-Biruni as one of the greatest 

scientist of the middle ages. It is also known as a scholar who is 

intelligent, talented, and has original thoughts. He advanced 

mathematics, astronomy, physics, history, geography, language, 

and culture. In religious studies, he was known as a teacher of 

religion and Islamic scholars to be honest and objective. In 

mathematics and astronomy, he produced forty books and treatise. 

The name al-Biruni began in century XI when the political 

conditions of the Middle East began to falter. 

 As a scientist who ruled the various sciences, al-Biruni 

introduced the geodetik measurements, determine coordinates a 

number of carefully and meticulously, and setting the Qiblah 

direction with the aid of astronomy and mathematics. In addition, 

he also determines the distance of the Earth's circumference along 

a number of other scientists. 

 Though adept at speaking in Persian, but al-Biruni wrote a 

large number of his works in Arabic. Only a few works of al-

Biruni, written in Persian and Persian-Arabic. When India were in 

the West, al-Biruni briefly taught science and other science Greece 

with the use of Sanskrit as the language of instruction. The 

language he had learned while in India. In addition to learning the 

language, al-Biruni also studied the Customs and religious streams 

of local people. At the end of the trip, al-Biruni wrote all his 
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knowledge of the civilization of India in several works, such as ma 

li Tahqeeq al-Hind min Maqulah Maqbulah fi al-Aql Au Mardzulah 

(the research on opinions and Speech of the nation India accepted 

and rejected Sense), Tarikh al-Umam Al-Syaqiyah (the history of 

the peoples of the East), and Tarikh al-Hind (history of India). 

 Biruni also wrote many books of mathematics and 

astronomy. The famous and most complete book was Kitab al-

Qanun al-Mas'udi fi al-Haya wa an-Necromancer, a book 

encyclopedias of astronomy, geography, and mathematics. In one 

of the pages of the book, al-Biruni discusses the complexities of 

the motion of the planets. Al-Biruni gave the Kitab al-Qanun al-

Mas'udi fi al-Haya wa to Astrologers the Sultan an-Ghaznawiyah. 

When the sultan wanted to give him a reward, al-Biruni rejected 

with the reason, "real science used for science, not for treasures." 

 Al-Biruni was the inventor and researcher who is very 

intelligent. He argued that the White Sea (the Mediterranean sea or 

the Mediterranean) and the Red Sea, which had been linked to the 

Suez Canal, are actually interconnected. He also argued that the 

sound is faster than light. He created a formula to measure the 

approximate circumference of the globe. Later on, the formula is 

named after al-Biruni Rule by Western scientists. 

 In addition to mastering the science of exact sciences, al-

Biruni also advanced the science of philosophy, religion, and 

history. Eastern and Western scholars consider him as the author 

of the history of civilization of the nation East of the most detail. 

During his life, al-Biruni had written a number of works, both in 

the field of astronomy as well as architecture. Such works include 

al-mukmin Tahdid Nihayat al-Amakin al-Masafat Makasin 

Litashih, at-Liawail Tafhim Sina'at Al-Istikhraj al-Tanjim, Autar, 

us-Saidalah, treatise fi as-Siah Bain al-Ahjan wa Ma'adin al-Jawahir 

fi Treatise, and forbidden to Bain an-al-Filzat wa al-Jawahir fi al-

Hajm.  
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Al-Hasan bin Al-Haitsam (Ibnu Haitsam) 
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World call him as Mr. Optik. The honorary title was awarded 

to Ibnu Haitam for his contribution in developing optical science. 

Alhazen, as Westerners call it, the full name of Abu Ali 

Muhammad ibn al-Hasan ibn al-Haitham. He is a prominent 

Muslim scholar born in Basra, Iraq in 965 AD. 

Since childhood Ibnu Haitham who dilute diler education in 

his homeland. He pioneered his career as a government employee 

in Basra. But he did not feel prolonged lingering career in the 

world of bureaucracy. Ibn Haitham who was more interested in 

studying eventually decided to quit as a government employee. 

He then chose to migrate to Ahwaz and the intellectual 

center of the world at that time, namely the city of  Baghdad. In 

both cities he draws a variety of knowledge. His high scholarly 

giracy led him stranded to Egypt. In the land of the pyramid, Ibn 

Haitham examines the flow and channel of the Nile and translates 

books on math and astronomy. 

Ibn Haitham also had his education at Al-Azhar University. 

After that, he taught him self to master various disciplines such as 

astronomy, mathematics, geometry, medicine, physics, and 

philosophy. He seriously studied and studied the ins and outs of 

optical science. Various theories about optical science have been 

born and triggered. 

His research on light gave inspiration to Western science 

experts such as Boger, Bacon, and Kepler who invented 

microscopes and telescopes. He was the first person to write and 

discover important data about light. It is said that he has written 

no fewer than 200 titles. 

Unfortunately, only a few are left. Even his monumental 

work, Kitab al-Manadhir, is unknown again the story. One can 

only study the translation written in Latin. Muslims' lack of 

awareness of the works of previous scientists has left Islam behind. 

Through Al-Manadhir, optical theory was first described. 

Until 500 years later, the theory of Ibn Haitham is quoted by many 

scientists. Not many people know that the first person to explain 
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the mechanism of vision in humans-the basis of modern optical 

theory-is a Muslim scientist from Iraq. For more than 500 years, 

Al-Manadhir has survived as the most important book in optics. In 

1572, the work of Ibn Haitham was translated into Latin with the 

title Opticae Thesaurus. 

The first three volume chapters of this book explore his 

ideas about light. In the book, Haitham believes that the rays of 

light come out from a straight line from every point on a glowing 

surface. He made a very thorough experiment on the path of light 

through various media and discovered the theory of light 

refraction. He was also the first to experiment on the spread of 

light to various colors. 

In the same book, he describes the kinds of light that appear 

at sunset, as well as theories about various physical phenomena 

such as shadows, eclipses, and also rainbows. He also 

experimented to explain binocular vision and gave a correct 

explanation of the increase in the size of the sun and moon when 

approaching the horizon. 

Haitham listed his name as the first person to describe all the 

details of the sensory parts of human vision. It provides a scientific 

explanation of  how human  processes can see. One of his famous 

theories was when he broke the theory of vision put forward by 

two Greek scientists, Ptolemy and Euclid. Both of these scientists 

declare that humans can see because there is light coming out of 

the eye that is about the object. In contrast to both, Ibn Haitham 

corrected this theory by stating that it is the object seen that emits 

light which is then captured by the eye so that it can be seen. 

In this book, he explains how the eye can see objects. He 

describes the vision system from the nerve performance in the 

brain to the performance of the eye itself. It also explains in detail 

the parts and functions of the eye such as the conjunctiva, iris, 

cornea, lens, and explains the role of each to the human vision. 

One of his most memorable works is when Haitham with 

his student Kamaluddin for the first time researching and 
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recording the phenomenon of the camera obsecura. This is what 

underlies the performance of cameras currently used by mankind. 

By Webster's dictionary, this phenomenon is literally interpreted as 

"dark space". Usually the form of cardboard paper with a small 

hole for the entry of light. 

While in the book Mizan Al-Hikmah, he discusses 

atmospheric density and builds a correlation between it with 

altitude factors. He also studied the refraction of the atmosphere 

and discovered the fact that dusk only appears when the sun is 19 

degrees below the horizon. With that basis, he tried to measure the 

atmosphere high. In this book, he also discusses the theory of 

mass attraction, a fact which shows he is aware of the correlation 

of acceleration with gravity. 

In addition to the field of physics, Ibn Haitham also made 

an important contribution to the science of mathematics. In this 

science, he develops geometric analysis by building relationships 

between algebra and geometry. 

Haitham also made a book on cosmology that was translated 

into Latin and Hebrew in the middle ages. The other is a book on 

evolution, which remains to the attention of world scientists. 
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His full name Abu Muhammad Abdallah Ibn Ahmad Ibn al-

Beitar Dhiya al-Din al-Malaqi. But one of the best Muslim 

scientists who ever existed is better known as Ibn Al-Baitar/ Al-

Baytar. He was known as a botanist (plant) and pharmaceutical 

(medicine) in the Middle Ages. Born in the late 12th century in the 

city of Malaga (Spain), Ibn Al-Baitar spent his childhood in the 

land of Andalusia.  

His interest in vegetation has been embraced since 

childhood. Being an adult, he learned much about the science of 

botany to Abu al-Abbas al-Nabati who at that time was a 

prominent botanist. After studying Ibn Al-Rumeyya, he mastered 

three languages at once, Spanish, Greek, and Syriac. Armed with 

this language skills, he traveled to several countries to develop the 

science of interest, botany. From here, al-Baitar was then a lot of 

wandering to collect a wide range of plant species.  

In 1219 he left Spain for an expedition seeking a variety of 

plants. Together with his aides, al-Baitar follows along the 

northern coast of Africa and Far East Asia. It is not known 

whether the roads or the sea are traversed, but the main locations 

ever visited include Bugia, Qastantunia (Constantinople), Tunisia, 

Tripoli, Barqa and Adalia.  

After 1224 al-Baitar worked for al-Kamil, the governor of 

Egypt, and was believed to be the chief herbalist. In 1227, al-Kamil 

expanded his power until Damascus and al-Baitar always 

accompanied him on every journey. It is also used to collect lots of 

plants. While living a few years in Syria, Al-Baitar had the 

opportunity to conduct research on plants in a vast area, including 

Saudi Arabia and Palestine, where he was able to collect plants 

from a number of locations there.  

Most of Ibn al-Baitar's books are derived from his research 

for several years on various types of plants. Not only contains the 

results of research, the book is also in complete explanation and 

long comments. Later, the works of Ibn al-Baitar became the most 

important reference book of botany. Ibnu al-Baitar's contribution 
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greatly influenced the development of botanical science and 

medicine, both in Europe and Asia.  

The main contribution of Al-Baitar is the Book of Al-Jami 'li 

Mufradat Al-Adweya wa Al-Aghtheya (brought to the West and 

translated into The Complete [Book] in Simple Medicaments and 

Nutritious Items). This book is very popular and is the most 

prominent book about plants and its relation to the science of 

Arabic medicine. This book became the reference of plant and 

medicine experts until the 16th century. The plant encyclopedia in 

this book includes 1.400 items, most of which are medicinal plants 

and vegetables including 200 plants of previously unknown 

species. The book was also referred by 150 writers, mostly Arabic, 

and was quoted by more than 20 Greek scientists before being 

translated into Latin and published in 1758. 

The second phenomenal work of Al-Baitar is Kitab al-

Mughni fi al-Adwiya al-Mufrada (translated in Europe as The 

Ultimate in Materia Medica) ie the encyclopedia of drugs. Drugs 

are included in the list of therapeutic drugs. Coupled with 20 

chapters on a variety of plant benefits that are beneficial to the 

human body. In the case of surgery discussed in this book, Al-

Baitar is widely quoted as a prominent Muslim surgeon, Abul 

Qasim Zahrawi. In addition to Arabic, Baitar also often give Latin 

and Greek names to plants, and provide knowledge transfer.  

Not only that, there is also Mizan al-Tabib (The Physician's 

Balance), Al-Ibana wa Al-I'lam 'ala ma fi Al-Minhaj min Al-Khalal 

wa Al-Awham which is his critical review of previous 

pharmaceutical sciences, Minhaj al-Bayan fi ma yasta'meluhu al-

Insan compiled by Abu Ali Yahya ibn Jazla al-Baghdadi (493 AH / 

1100 AD) as well as Al-Af'al al-Ghariba wa al-Khawas al-'Ajiba.  

"The records of Al-Baytar are the most important records in the plant 

world from all the botanical triumphs, from the Dioscorides to the 16th 

century," Sarton said . Note Al-Baytar, said this historian, such as a 

dictionary or a complete encyclopedia of plants.  
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Is al-Baitar, a 12th century Muslim scientist who managed to 

find an herb to treat cancer called Hindiba. Hindiba herb found al-

Baitar it contains anticancer substances that can also cure tumors 

and disorders-neoplastic disorders. Head of the Department of 

History and Ethics, University of Istanbul, Turkey, Prof. Nil Sari 

in his work Hindiba: A Drug for Cancer Treatment in Muslim 

Heritage, has proven the efficacy and truth of Hindiba herb 

concoction found al-Baitar it. He and a number of other doctors 

have done scientific testing and even have patented Hindiba found 

al-Baitar.  

According to Prof. Nil Sari, Hindiba has been known to 

experts of medicine (pharmacologis) Muslims, as well as herbalists 

in the Islamic world. Muslims have used a remedy to cure cancer 

long before doctors in the Western world find it, said Prof Nil 

Sari.  

After doing scientific testing, Prof Nil Sari concluded that, 

Hindiba has the power to treat various diseases. Hindiba can clear 

the obstacles found in small channels in the body, especially in the 

digestive system. But the most spectacular domain is its power that 

can cure the tumor.  

To trace the efficacy and herb of Hindiba, Prof. Nil Sari also 

conducted research on past medical literature. He traced two 

masterpieces of Muslim scientists, namely Ibn Sina through the 

Canon of Medicine as well as a plant encyclopedia written by al-

Baitar. 

When we look at the old text more closely, we see the very 

little truth we know about herbs in the past, he said. In the text of 

the glory of Islam it is explained that Hindiba and various other 

herbs are divided into two main groups, namely processed herbs 

and untreated herbs.  

According to the text of ancient medicine, the efficacy of 

cancer treatment by using Hindiba is based on theoretical 

considerations of treatment, ie the effects of medical drugs operate 

according to the nature of the constituents. According to Prof. Nil, 
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the constituents resulting from decomposition will have an effect 

called energy. The potential of hot and cold quality in the 

medicinal properties will come out as a result of decomposition in 

the body.  

The active components of the hot natural component will 

react immediately. Will spread through the network 

effectively. The hot constituents react before the cold constituents 

and clear the obstacles in the small channels on the body and 

facilitate the spread of cold constituents. Then, the cold element 

comes and starts to function.  

In the treatise of Arabic-speaking medicine, a legacy of the 

golden era of Islam, it is mentioned that all types of swelling such 

as warts or bumps have caused disruption to the channel. While 

cancer is described as a hard mass. Identified as a violent swelling, 

the cancer progresses from small then to great plus pain.  

Quoting Ibn Sina's note in Canon of Medicine, Prof. Nil Sari 

revealed, tumor or cancer, when in let will be increasingly 

measured. So that cancer will spread and damage. The roots can 

infiltrate between body tissue elements. Prof. Nil Sari found a 

similar picture of cancer in the manuscript of medicine in the 

Ottoman era.  

According to Ibn Sina, tumors are classified into two, 

namely hot and cold tumors. Tumors that are colored and felt 

warm to the touch are usually called hot tumors, while colorless 

and warm tumors are called cold tumors. Ibn Sina mentions cancer 

as a form of tumor that lies between cold tumors.  

Efficacy Hindiba researched Prof. Prof. Nil Sari by 

presenting the in-depth data on the background of experimental 

theory invivo and invitro with herbal extract from Turkey. He 

started from Ottoman Turkish philosophy, rooted in Islamic 

medicine. In this work, it was mentioned that Cichorium intybus L 

and Crocus sativus L drugs were identified as identical alternatives 

to plants that were an active component for cancer treatment.  
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Prof. Nil Sari and colleague Dr Hanzade Dogan mixed C 

intybus L and saffron from Safranbolu, as the old medical texts 

described. What's more interesting is the results of our laboratory 

study which shows that from the extract of C intybus L which is 

found to be most active in colon cancer, says Prof Nil Sari.  

According to him, Hindiba proved to be very effective treat 

cancer. Unfortunately, he said, in ancient times, Hindiba is more 

recommended as a cure for tumor treatment. It is revealed in the 

book of Ibn al-Baitar. According to al-Baitar, if the Hindiba potion 

is heated, and the foam is picked and filtered and then drunk will 

be beneficial to cure the tumor.  

Medical experts in the Ottoman Empire era, Mehmed 

Mumin, menginggkapkan that Hindiba can treat tumors in internal 

organs. However, it is more often recommended for the treatment 

of tumors in the throat. If the wood is mixed on the juice of 

Hindiba (well-processed premix) it can be used for mouthwash 

and also benefits for the treatment of tumors, sore and sore 

throat.  

Al-Baitar's contribution is the result of observation, research 

and classifier for many years. And his work in the future greatly 

affect the development of botany and medicine both in Europe 

and Asia.Although his other work of Al-Jami is only translated and 

published into foreign languages, many scientists have long studied 

the subject matter of this book and used it for the benefit of 

mankind.  

Ibn Al-Baitar died in Damascus in 1248. The world recalls him as 

the most meritorious in the field of plant science, and has an 

important influence in the development of botany. 
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Ibnu Rusyd (Ibnu Rusydi, Ibnu Rusyid, 1126 - Marrakesh, 

Morocco, December 10, 1198) in Arabic ابن رشد and in Latin 

Averroes, was a Spanish philosopher (Andalusia). His grandfather 

was a legal consultant and became qadli & imam of the great 

mosque in Cordova. His father was a judge (qadli). Meanwhile, 

many of his siblings occupied important positions in government. 

His family background that greatly affects the process of 

intellectual formation of Ibn Rusyd in the future. 

Ibnu Rusyd is an astute Muslim scholar and master of many 

disciplines, such as the Qur'an, physics, medicine, biology, 

philosophy, and astronomy. He is also known as an expert in the 

field of medicine, literature, logic, the sciences, in addition to very 

well controlled Islamic knowledge, especially in the interpretation 

of the Qur'an and Hadith or in the field of law and jurisprudence. 

Even his greatest work in medicine, Al Kuliyat Fil-Tibb or 

(General Things about Medical Science) has become the ultimate 

reference in the field of medicine. Ibnu Rusyd is a pioneering 

physician of body tissue science (histology). He was instrumental 

in the field of vascular research and smallpox. 

He is also a philosopher who has been instrumental in 

integrating Islam with the tradition of Greek thought. The 

greatness of Ibnu Rushdi as a thinker is strongly influenced by the 

zeitgeist or the soul of his time. The 12th century and several 

centuries earlier was a golden age for the development of science 

in the Islamic World, centered on the Andalusian Peninsula (Spain) 

under the Abasiyah dynasty. The Muslim rulers of that time were 

very supportive of the development of science, and they often 

instructed the scientists to dig back the remaining Greek 

intellectual heritage, so that the names of great Greek scientists 

such as Aristotle, Plato, Phitagoras, or Euclides with his works still 

remain preserved until now. 

His extraordinary intelligence and profound understanding 

in many disciplines led him to become the head of qadi or the 

chief judge of Cordoba, a position once held by his grandfather 
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during the reign of al Murabitun dynasty in North Africa. A 

prestigious position and certainly many people dreamed of. This 

position he held during the reign of Khalihaf Abu Ya'kub Yusuf 

and his son Khalifah Abu Yusuf. 

On the sidelines of his busy life as a doctor and Supreme 

Court Justice, Ibnu Rusyd took the time to write. He produced 

more than twenty medical books. One of them was al-Kulliyyat fi 

al-Thibb, which was later translated in Latin. The book which is 

the most complete medical overview of his time was published in 

Padua in 1255. Meanwhile, a copy in the English version is known 

under the title General Rules of Medicine. The copy was reprinted 

several times in Europe. Historians reveal the depth of Ibnu 

Rusyd's understanding of medicine by saying, "His fatwa in 

medicine is admired as his fatwa in fiqh. All that is due to the 

depth of philosophy and science." 

Ibnu Rusyd is also an intelligent philosopher. In those days, 

Aristotle's published books were still very few and elusive. 

Realizing that, Ibnu Rusyd moved to correct the translation of 

Aristotle's work even complete it. Ibnu Rusyd also translates and 

supplements a number of other Greek thinkers, such as Plato 

which has had influence over the centuries. 

In 1169-1195 Ibnu Rusyd wrote a number of comments on 

Aristotle's works, such as De Organon, De Anima, Phiysica, 

Metaphisica, De Partibus Animalia, Parna Naturalisi, 

Metodologica, Rhetorica, and Nichomachean Ethick. With his 

intelligence, Ibnu Rusyd's commentary seems to re-present 

Aristotle's thought in full. This is where Ibnu Rusyd's remarkable 

ability to perform an observation. Later, the commentary of Ibnu 

Rusyd was very influential on the formation of the intellectual 

traditions of Jews and Christians. It was then that paved the way 

for Ibnu Rusyd to visit Europe to study the heritage of Aristotle 

and Greek philosophy. 

Ibnu Rusyd is also known as the most passionate critic of 

Ibnu Sina. Nevertheless, he still respects the work of his 
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predecessors. He was also interested in al-Farabi's notion of logic. 

It always inspires him to work. Ibnu Rusyd is a philosopher who 

has been instrumental in integrating Islam with the tradition of 

Greek thought. 

In the field of religious science, Ibnu Rusyd produced a 

number of works, such as Tahafut at-tahafut, a book that 

responded to Abu Hamid al-Ghazali's attack on earlier 

philosophers. As a scholar of religion and philosophy, Ibnu Rusyd 

is considered successful enough to bring together wisdom 

(philosophy) with the Shari'a (religion and revelation). 

As a prolific writer, Ibnu Rusyd produced many works in 

various scientific disciplines. According to Ernest Renan (1823-

1892) the work of Ibnu Rusyd reached 78 titles consisting of 39 

titles about philosophy, 5 titles about kalam, 8 titles about fiqh, 20 

titles about medicine, 4 titles about astronomy, mathematics and 

astronomy, 2 titles about nahu and literature. Among his famous 

works are: 

1. Tahafut al-Tahafut. Books famous in the field of philosophy 

and science kalam. This book    is Ibnu Rusyd's defense of al-

Ghazali's criticism of philosophers and philosophical 

problems in his book Tahafut al-falasifah. 

2. Al-Kashf 'an Manahij al-'Adillah fi' Aqaid ahl al-Millah. Books 

describing demonstrative methods related to religious beliefs. 

3. Bidayah al-Mujtahid wa Nihayah al-Muqtashid. Book of 

Islamic fiqh containing the comparison of sect (streams in 

fiqh by mentioning each reason). 

4. Fashl al-Maqal Fi Ma Baina al-Himah Wa asy-Shirah Min al-

Ittishal. Books that explain the existence of a conformity 

between philosophy and shari'ah. 

5. Al-Mukhtashar al-Mustashfa fi Ushul al-Ghazali. Summary of 

al-Mustashfa al-Ghazali. 

6. The account of al-Kharaj. Books on taxation. 

7. Kitab al-Kulliyah fi al-Thibb. Encyclopedia of medicine. 
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8. Dhaminah li Mas'alah al-'Ilm al-Qadim. Appendix of the 

science of qadimnya God contained in the book Fashl al-

Maqal. 

9. Al-Da'awi. Books about procedural law in court. 

10. Thank you al-Mulk wa al-Murbin al-Muharramah. Books of 

state enterprises and banned economic systems. 

11. Durusun fi al-Fiqh. Books that address some fiqh issues. 

The books are the original works of Ibnu Rusyd's thought. 

In addition, Ibnu Rusyd also produced works of commentary on 

the work of earlier philosophers such as Ibnu Sina, Plato, Aristotle, 

Galen and Porphiry, such as Urjazah fi al-Thibb, Kitab al-

Hayawan, Syarh al-Sama'wa al- A'lam, Syarah Kitab Burhan, 

Talkhis Kitab al-Akhlaq li Aristhuthalis, Jawami 'Siyasah Aflathun, 

and so on. 
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Khawaja Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Hasan Tusi, 

better known as Nasir al-Din Tusi, or simply Tusi in the West, is 

Nashiruddin ath-Tusi is an Islamic thinker who is not only known 

as a philosopher but also as an astronomer, mathematician and 

scientist/ scientists whose thoughts are still in use today. He is a 

writer with much work in mathematics. He is also a biologist, 

chemist, therapist, physicist, theologian and Marja Taqleed. al-Tusi 

is one of the few Islamic astronomers to be noticed by modern 

scientists. He is a figure who contributes so much to the 

development of Islamic philosophy - especially the paripathetic 

school. 

Tusi's name is immortalized in several inventions such as a 

60-km-diameter moon crater located on the southern hemisphere 

of the moon called "Nasireddin". The minor planet "10269 Tusi" 

discovered by Soviet astronomer Nikolai Stepanovich Chernykh in 

1979 and K. N. Toosi University of Technology in Iran is also 

named after him. 

Nasir al-Din al-Tusi full name Abu Ja'far Muhammad ibn 

Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Tusi, he was born on 18 February 

1201 M / 597 H in Tus, al-Kazimiyyah near Baghdad a place on a 

hill , beside the Kasyaf river valley, close to the city of Masyad in 

the northeast of Persia, which became the famous educational city 

of that era. Today Tus is in the Khorasan region of Iran. 

He is better known by the name of Nasir al-Din al-Tusi (in 

the West known as Tusi), a Persian of Isma'ilis who later in the day 

had the Islamic belief of "Twelver Shi'ah" (Twelver Shi'ah Islamic 

belief). al-Thusi received religious education from his own father, 

Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan who is also a jurist. In addition to his 

father, al-Thusi was also guided by his uncle. From this uncle al-

Thusi acquired a basic knowledge of logic, physics and 

metaphysics. At a very early age he studied Quran, Hadith, Shi'a 

law, logic, philosophy, mathematics, medicine and astronomy. 

At his young age, he moved to Nishapur to study 

philosophy to Farid al-Din Damad and mathematics on 
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Muhammad Hasib. He also met Farid al-Din al-'Atar, a legendary 

Sufi master who was later killed by the Mongols. He also attended 

Qutb al-Din al-Misri lecture. Besides philosophy, from mahdar 

Farid al-Din Damad he also studied fikh, ushul and kalam, 

especially his signature book Ibn Sina. He went to Baghdad to 

study medicine and philosophy to Qutb al-Din, deepen 

mathematics on Kamal al-Din ibn Yunus and study fiqh and ushul 

at Salim ibn Badran. In Mawsil he studied mathematics and 

astronomy with Kamal al-Din Yunus (d. 639H / 1242M). Then he 

corresponded with al-Qaysari, the son-in-law of Ibn al-'Arabi, and 

it seems that the mystical teachings propagated by the Sufi masters 

of his day were unacceptable and on the right occasions he 

composed his own manual on Sufism philosophy in booklet form 

( booklet) entitled "Awsaf al-Ashraf: The Attributes of the 

Illustrious/ Noble". 

Tusi's intellectual development can not be separated from 

the drama of his life journey and from the Mongol invasion to the 

East of Islam. His father was a highly knowledgeable judge who 

encouraged him deeply into philosophy and science education, and 

introduced him doctrines and other sects. To study philosophy, he 

went to nearby Nishapur where he studied at a scholar who taught 

the views of Ibn Sina. 

Al-Tusi died on 26 June 672 H / 1272-4 AD in Kazhmain 

near Baghdad, the same year as Thomas Aquinas. He is buried 

according to his last request beside the tomb of Moses ibn Ja'far 

the seventh Imam of the Twelver Shi'ah school, in Kazimayn 

outside Baghdad. Among his great disciples was the philosopher 

Qutb al-Din al-Shirazi (d. 710 AH/ 1310 CE) and the Imam, 

judge, and theologian, 'Allamah al-Hilli (d. 726 AH / 1325 AD). al-

Tusi remains in effect until the end of his life. Even Abaqa who 

replaced Hulagu still believed him and made some policies on the 

advice of al-Tusi. With his influence, al-Tusi continues to develop 

his philosophy of Islam and science until the end of his life. 
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Al-Tusi was an intellectual figure who had significant 

influence from the traditional period of Eastern Islamic 

intellectualism to the modern period. His influence and prestige 

are recorded through titles, honors and names given to him, such 

as khadja (scholar and prominent teacher), ustadh al-bashar (parish 

teacher), and al-muallim al-thalith (third teacher). 

Today, Tusi's influence is immense for the Shi'a. In his 

book 'Divine Persons', Imam Khomeini mentions that the 

nurâniyah of one person like the great Islamic philosopher 

Khawajah Nashiruddin ath-Tusi and Allamah Hilli illuminates the 

nation and state and the nurâniyah is eternal. 

Throughout his life, al-Tusi was a prolific writer in the field 

of mathematics and natural sciences. He brought advancements in 

mathematics of trigonometry and astronomy. The result of his 

intense efforts in the field of intellectual show results with the 

establishment of an observatory in Maraghah. The results of the 

observations and astronomical calculations resulted in a famous 

table called Zij-e Ilkhani (In Persian, but also translated in Arabic). 

In Islamic philosophy, al-Tusi is often regarded as a 

revivalist. But some people recognize Al-Tusi has a major role in 

the development of Islamic philosophy, especially paripathetic 

schools. Paripatetik called masysya'iyyah term in the tradition of 

Islamic philosophy. The term paripatetik appears as a designation 

for the followers of Aristotle. 

In his book 'Sharah al-Isyarat wa al-Tanbihat' which is an 

explanation of Ibn Sina's philosophical work entitled 'al-Client aw 

al-Tanbihat', al-Tusi says that: Two human attributes, which are joy 

and regard creatures equally discrimination) are two consequences 

of a morality called ridha. "Among the scholars of this work, Al-

Tusi is the most famous. Fakhrudin al-Razi's criticism of the al-

Cause texts he even replied in his own book 'Musykilat al-Gesture'. 

With regard to pleasure, in 'Awsaf al-Ashraf' al-Tusi states 

that when all the opposite becomes the same state of influence 

within a person, then it will be in line with his essential will. 
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Because it says "Everyone will get what he deserves and he 

deserves what he gets". For those who have discovered the Truth, 

the pleasure of Allah to His servants will manifest when the 

servant has been pleased with God. 

Al-Tusi's main contribution to the science of logic can be 

found in Asas al-iqtibas (The Ground for the Acquisition of 

Knowledge) written in Persian. This work was written during the 

Ismaili period. Divided into ten sections as is customary in the 

Islamic world, and discussion of the substance is quite inviting. 

The work also testifies to al-Tusi's ability to write about technical 

issues in Persian, by incorporating Arabic terminology into an 

eloquent and elegant style. The Arabic manual on the logic of 

Tajrid al-mantiq (Abstract of Logic), was also commented upon by 

his disciple 'Allamah al-Hilli. 

There are two major works of al-Tusi in the field of ethics, 

Akhlaq Muhtashami (Muhtashamean Ethics) and Akhlaq Nasiri 

(The Nasirean Ethics), both written in Persian. The first is raised 

from Isma'ili's rule (muhtasham) from Quhistan. Nasir al-Din 'Abd 

al-Rahman preparing the outline and approving the contents but 

asking al-Tusi to do his main job because of the demands of his 

political work. 

In addition, the book 'Adab al-Muta'allimin is also one of 

his works in the field of ethics. According to al-Tusi, this work is 

very necessary because many people have difficulty in studying due 

to lack of understanding of ethics and correct methods. Whereas 

for him ethics is a prerequisite for the success of learning. 

In addition to the two well-known works of ethics, there 

are at least four major treatises that Tusi writes as works in the 

field of ethics. And all of them describe the Ismaili character. 

Al-Tusi contributed much in the field of metaphysical 

theology. The first attempt is about the theology of resurrection in 

Rawdat al-taslim (The Garden of Submission), but the most 

influential is Tajrid al-kalam (Abstract of Theology). This work has 

gained numerous comments until the most recent century, most 
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importantly the commentary of 'Allamah al-Hilli's in Kashf al-

murad (Disclosing the Intention). After Tajrid's work, practically 

all his theological works were expressed in metaphysical terms. 

One simple argument relating to this problem is the 

argument that rests on the inevitability of the form of God 

(obligatory of God's allegiance). The preceding discussion has 

made it clear that God is the Wajib al-Wujud where existence for 

Him is necessary and the absence of His Essence is impossible, 

therefore the necessity of the Divine Essence requires the 

impossibility of the absence of His being in all forms of 

assumption. This means that the Divine Essence is not preceded 

by nothingness and nothing to touch Him, and this is none other 

than God's own immortality and immortality. Khawajah 

Nasiruddin Thusi implies this argument with a short phrase, "And 

Wajib al-Wujud shows his eternity" (Kashf al Murâd, p. 315). 

During his stay at Nishapur, Tusi earned a reputation as a 

very outstanding student. Tusi convinced Hulagu Khan to build an 

observatory in order to construct an astronomical table capable of 

providing more precise predictions. Since 1259 AD, the Rasad 

Khaneh observatory was built west of Maraghah, the capital of the 

Ilkhanate empire. Maraghah Observatory is a monumental 

donation of al-Tusi is very large in the field of astronomy. The 

construction was assisted by Chinese astronomers and began to be 

used in 1262 AD Qutb al-Din Syirazi, the inventor of the theory of 

the occurrence of a rainbow, including scientists who had 

researched and developed his career at the Maraghah observatory. 

This observatory has the most advanced observatory equipment 

known at the time. The library that is part of this observatory has 

400,000 volumes of books in all fields of science. Halaqah-halaqah 

also thrives in Maraghah where scientists teach their students, pass 

on known scientific works and work with them in further studies. 

Based on observations made at the observatory, Tusi 

manages to create a table of planetary shifts as illustrated in his 

book Zij-i ilkhani (Ilkhanic Tables). This book contains 
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astronomical tables to calculate planetary positions and star names. 

The resulting model for the planetary system is believed to be 

highly advanced in its time, and has been used extensively until the 

development of the heliocentric model of the Nicolaus 

Copernicus. In between Ptolemy and Copernicus, he was 

recognized by many as an excellent astronomer of his time, and his 

works and theories in astronomy can be compared with the 

Chinese scientist Shen Kuo (1031-1095 AD). 

For the planetary model, he created a geometric technique 

called "Tusi-couple", which produces a linear grid from the sum of 

two circular motions. He used this technique to replace Ptolemy's 

"problematic equation", used in Ibn al-Shatir's geocentric model 

and his Nicolaus Copernicus heliocentric Copernican model. It 

also calculates the annual turnover value of equinox (annual 

precession of the equinoxes) and contributes to the construction 

and use of various astronomical instruments including astrolabs (a 

device used in astronomy to measure the height of a celestial 

body.) In its simplest form, it is a disc whose edges are marked to 

indicate the degree of circle and equipped with a pointed needle). 

Tusi was also the first to introduce evidence of empirical 

observation about the rotation of the earth, using the location of 

comets relevant to the earth as a proof, the findings were later 

developed by Ali al-Qushji with further empirical observations. 

Tusi's argument is similar to the argument Copernicus used in 

1543 AD in explaining the rotation of the earth. 

In addition to his monumental work in the field of 

astronomy and the field of natural sciences, Tusi also succeeded in 

introducing some of his works, Arabic vocabulary in expressing 

different concepts as well as ideas pertaining to cosmology. For 

example for the word nature / nature which when associated with 

the Latin language natura and Greek physis, the Arabic word 

'tabi'ah from the root word tb' can be used but with a meaning 

somewhat different from the classical language. The Muslim writer 
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of the next century usually distinguishes between arriving as a self-

possessing and tabi'ah attribute without having to own it. 

Tusi wrote extensively in biological science and is one of 

the earliest pioneers in the field of biological evolution in scientific 

thought. He began his theory of evolution by saying that the 

universe once contained the same and comparable elements, in 

which they contain elementary particles. According to Tusi, 

internal contradictions begin to emerge and as a result, some 

substances begin to develop faster and differ from other 

substance. 

He then explains how the elements develop into minerals, 

then plants, then animals, and then humans. Tusi also explains 

how hereditary variability is an important factor for the biological 

evolution of living things. Organizations that can get new features 

faster will be more varied. As a result, they benefit from other 

creatures. The body changes as a result of internal and external 

interactions. 

In the field of chemistry and physics, Tusi establishes an 

earlier version of the law of mass conservation. He writes that the 

waking of an object may change, but it can not disappear. 

Tusi may be the first to introduce trigonometry as a 

separate mathematical discipline, and in the "Treatise on the 

Quadrilateral", he gives an extensive first exposition of 

trigonometric speris, which he developed into the current form, he 

is also the first to make a list of six case differs from right triangle 

in speris trigonometry. 

In his book "On the Sector Figure", he formulated a well-

known sine law for the plane triangles, which was one of his major 

contributions in mathematics. He also introduced the sinus law for 

the sperti triangle, found the law of tangent for the sperist triangle, 

and provided evidence for these laws. 

The problem of parallel lines indicated by the parallel 

postulates of Euclids greatly attracted the attention of Islamic 

mathematicians. Al-Tusi is probably the most mature expert in 
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dealing with this. In Risala ash Shafiya, al-Tusi shows evidence of 

the same Saccheri hypothesis as Euclid's postulate. In 1265 AD, 

Tusi wrote a manuscript on root calculations 9 of integrals. 

Furthermore, it reveals the coefficients of the binomial expansion 

and the Pascal triangular relationship between the binomial 

coefficients. He also wrote famous works on color theory based 

on a mixture of black and white, as well as writing in the field of 

gems and perfumes. 
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Khadijah binti Khuwailid 

Khadijah came from the Meccans. Married to Prophet 

Muhammad, when he was 40 years old, when the Prophet 

Muhammad was 25 years old. Some say his age was not until 40 

years old, just a little older than the Prophet Muhammad. Khadijah 

is a rich and famous woman. Khadijah can live luxuriously with 

her own wealth. Despite his abundant wealth, Khadijah felt the 

loneliness of living aloof without a husband, because her first 

husband and both had died. Some sources deny that Khadija was 

married before meeting Prophet Muhammad. Khadijah was 

known as the sacred woman of her day when her environment was 

dirty. She, Khadija is truly God's choice prepared to be the wife of 

Prophet Muhammad. 

 One day, in the early hours of the morning, she joyfully 

went to her cousin's house, Waraqah bin Naufal. She said, "The 

night I dreamed was amazing. I saw the sun swirling over the city 

of Mecca, then descended to the earth. She came closer and closer. 

I kept watching him to see where he was going down. Apparently 

he came down and entered my house. The glorious light that 

astonished me. Then I woke up from my sleep. Waraqah said, "I 

am glad to have you, that a great and glorious man will come to 

ask for you, He has a prominent position and an ever increasing 

fame." Soon Khadijah was destined to be the wife of Prophet 

Muhammad. 

 Khadijah came home with a great feeling of excitement. 

Never had she felt such great joy. So since then Khadijah always 

wait from where will the emergence of the leader. Application 

from Khadijah to Rasulullah s.a.w. Muhammad Al-Amiin appeared 

at Khadijah's house. The businesswoman was Khadijah r.a. said: 
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"O Al-Amiin, tell me what you need!" (Her voice is friendly, 

generous tone, with a humble attitude but knows her self-esteem) 

Muhammad SAW speaks straight, frankly, albeit somewhat 

shy but surely. Muhammad SAW: "We and my family need a living 

from my part in a commercial entourage. Our family desperately 

needs it to find a mate for her orphaned siblings "(His head 

bowed, and the lady of the reporter looked at him with great 

amazement). Khadijah: Oh, is that .... Muhammad, that wage is 

little, does not produce anything for you to cover the purposes you 

intend. But let me find you a future wife. (He paused, examined). 

It then proceeds with compelling and intuitive sound pressure. 

Khadija r.a: I want to marry you to a woman of Arab nobility. He 

was good, rich, desired by many kings and great Arabs and 

foreigners, but he refused. 

 It's my duty to take you. khadijah (Khadija downcast 

then continue): But alas, there is a disgrace ...! She had been 

married. If you want, then he will be a pengkhidmat and devoted 

to you. The youth of Al-Amiin did not answer. They are both 

silent, both stuck in their respective thoughts. One needs answers, 

others do not know what to answer. Khadija r.a could not know 

what was hidden in the heart of the young Bani Hashim, a young 

man famous for the title of Al-Amiin (honest). Al-Amiin's youth 

may not even know who the candidate is referring to by Khadija 

r.a. Rasulullah SAW asked permission to go home without any 

decision left. 

He told his uncle. The young man al-Amin said: I feel very 

offended by Khadijah's words. It's as if she's looking lightly at this 

and that "and so .... He repeated what the rich woman said. 'Atiqah 

was also angry at the news. She was a woman who quickly became 

angry when her judges offended the honor of Bani Hashim. He 

said: Muhammad, if so, I will come to him. 

 'Atiqah arrives at Khadijah's house raa and continues to 

admonish it: Khadija, if you have wealth and nobility, then we also 

have glory and nobility. Why are you insulting my son, my brother 
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Muhammad's son? Khadija r.a was surprised to hear it. He did not 

suspect that his words would be considered an insult. He stood up 

to reconcile and reconcile 'Atiqah: Khadijah: Who is capable of 

insulting your offspring and your tribe? Let me tell you that I was 

the one who pointed out to Muhammad Saw. If he wants, I'm 

willing to marry him, or I promise not to marry to death. Kadijah's 

sincere honest statement made Atiqah silent. The two noble ladies 

were equally bright. Conversation becomes serious. But Khadija, is 

your heart's voice known to your cousin Waraqah bin Naufal? 

asked 'Atiqah while continuing: If you have not yet tried to get his 

approval. He does not know yet, but tell your brother, Abu Talib, 

to hold a simple banquet. A drinking banquet, where my cousin 

was invited, and there was an application counsel. 

Khadijah r.a said as if to arrange tactics. He was sure 

Waraqah would not mind because he interpreted his dream of 

marrying an end-time prophet. 'Atiqahcame home feeling calm, 

satisfied. The beloved beloved bud arrived. He immediately 

delivered the good news to his brothers: Abu Talib, Abu Lahab, 

Abbas and Hamzah. All cheerfully greeted the results of Atiqah's 

encounter with Khadijah: that's great, Abu Talib said. But we must 

deliberate with Muhammad SAW first. 

Before being invited to deliberation, then first he also has 

received a woman named Nafisah, envoy Khadijah r.a who came 

to establish a familial relationship. Khadija's private envoy asked: 

Nafisa: Muhammad, why do you still have not thought to seek a 

wife? Muhammad SAW replied: Desire exists, but the ability does 

not yet exist. Nafisah: What if somebody wants to make a living? 

Then you have a good wife, beautiful, treasure, nation and, 

whether you will reject it? 

Youth al-Amiin (Rasulullah saw): Who is he?, asked 

Muhammad (Saw). Nafisa: Khadijah! Nafisa is straightforward. 

Provided you are ready, perfect everything. The affairs leave it to 

me! Nafisah's business succeeded. He left the main son of Bani 

Hashim and went directly to Khadijah r.a, recounting the 
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willingness of Muhammad Saw. After Muhammad SAW received 

notice from his brothers about the results of meeting with 

Khadijah r.a, then you do not mind getting a widow who is fifteen 

years older than him. How disagreeing, what is less to Khadija? 

She is a noble woman, beautiful, wealthy, wise. 

And the main thing because his heart has opened God to 

love him, has been destined to be arranged with him. If it's a 

widow, let it be! She was a forty-year-old widow, but a fresh, slim, 

white-eyed widow. So the majlis was full of beauty. Present 

Waraqah bin Naufal and some prominent Arabs are deliberately 

picked up. Abu Talib officially proposed Khadija r.a to his cousin. 

The wise old man agreed. But he asks for periods to negotiate with 

the woman concerned. Muhammad's marriage to Khadija, Khadija 

r.a was asked opinion. Honestly he said to Waraqah: Hi my 

cousin's son, how I will reject Muhammad Saw when he is very 

trustworthy, has a noble personality, nobility and noble descent, 

moreover the kinship of the family. 

Waraqa said: It is true you say, Khadijah, it's just that he is 

not treasure. Welcoming Khadija ra: If he is not wealthy, then I am 

quite treasure. I do not need a man. I represent you to marry me to 

him. Waraqah bin Naufal returned to Abu Talib preaching that 

from the family side of women has been unanimous consent and 

blessing the marriage of the bride. Applications accepted with the 

consent of dowry five hundred dirhams. Abdullah ibn Abu 

Quhafah (Abu Bakr Ash-Shiddiqra), a close friend of Muhammad 

Saw from his childhood, contributed a beautiful Egyptian dress, 

which symbolized the Quraish's nationality, as used in the 

ceremonies of the great marriage, especially since the one to marry 

was a noble and noble as well. 

The marriage of Muhammad (SAW) with Khadija r.a took 

place on Friday, two months after returning from a commercial 

journey to the land of Sham. Acting as guardian of Khadija r.a is 

his uncle named 'Amir binAsad. Waraqah bin Naufal read aloud 

the wedding sermon, greeted by Abu Talib as follows: 
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AlhamduLillaah, all praise to Allah Who created us descendants 

(Prophet) Ibrahim, seed (Prophet) Ismail, son of Ma'ad, of Mudhar 

offspring. Likewise we praise Allah Almighty Who keeps us 

guardians of His house, the guardian of His secure Haram Land, 

and makes us judge against our fellow human beings. 

Surely this son of my brother, Muhammad ibn Abdullah, to 

be weighed with any man, he will surely be heavier than them all. 

Although he does not have property, but the treasure is a shadow 

that will disappear and something that will quickly go away. But 

Muhammad, you already know who he is. He had proposed 

Khadija bintKhuwailid. He will give the dowry five hundred 

dirhams he will soon pay with cash from my own and my brothers. 

By Allah Almighty, I really have a feeling about him that 

after this, in the coming days, he will get good news (albasyaarah) 

and great experiences. "May Allah bless this marriage. 

The welcome to enliven the wedding majlis was very festive 

at the home of the bride. Dozens of sons and daughters stood 

marching in the right door along the passageway through the 

bridegroom, greeting the bridegroom and scattering the guests and 

accompaniments. 

After the ceremony and the guests broke up, Khadijah r.a 

opened her heart to her husband with the saying: Hi Al-Amiin, 

cheer up! All these treasures, both movable and immovable, 

consisting of buildings, houses, merchandise, slaves are yours. You 

are free to spend it on which path you redhai! That is as the Word 

of Allah SWT intends: "And He (Allah) finds you as a deficiency, 

then He gives wealth". (Adh-Dhuhaa: 8) How happy are the two 

noble spouses, living as husbands wives who sekufu, halaluan, 

harmonious and ambition. 

When the Prophet Muhammad was young and was known 

as a straight and honest young man who earned him the nickname 

of Al-Amin, it was permitted to join in selling Khadijah 

merchandise. The thing that drew Khadija's attention was the glory 

of the Prophet Muhammad's soul. It was Khadija who first applied 
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to marry Him, who at that time the Arabic ignorant had adat, 

abstinence for a woman to marry man and all that happened with 

the effort of third person, that is Nafisah Binti Munyah, 'Atiqah 

and pendahangan made through uncle Muhammad is Abu Talib. 

Khadijah's immediate family did not approve of this marriage plan. 

But Khadija had been attracted by her honesty, hygiene and special 

qualities, so she ignored all criticism and criticism from her family 

and relatives. Khadija, who was also an intelligent man, of his 

interest in the Prophet Muhammad said, If all the pleasures of life 

are given to me, the world and the power of the Persian and 

Roman kings is given to me, but I am not living with you, then it is 

to me no more valuable than a wing of a mosquito. 

As the angel came down with revelations to Muhammad, 

Khadija was the first to recognize the prophethood of her 

husband, and the first woman to embrace Islam. He also calmed 

the heart of the Prophet, during the turmoil of the Prophet when 

the first revelation came down. Khadija said, Not so, but cheer up. 

So by Allah, God will not harm you forever; you love to connect 

the ropes of friendship, and always be honest in speech, alleviate 

the pain of others, help the needy, entertain guests, and help others 

to get their rights. Throughout his life with the Prophet, Khadija 

was so faithful accompanying him in every event of joy and 

sorrow. Every time her husband goes to Hira 'Cave, he must have 

prepared all his supplies and necessities. Had the Prophet 

Muhammad not been home long, Khadija would have seen to 

ensure her husband's safety. If the Prophet Muhammad had 

solemnly obliged, Khadijah stayed at home patiently so that he 

would return. When her husband complains of distress and is in a 

state of anxiety, he tries as hard as possible to calm and comfort, 

so that her husband really feels calm. Every threat and persecution 

faced together. Allah granted him six children, namely Qasim, 

Abdullah, Zainab, Ruqaiah, UmmiKulthum, and Fatimah. 

Narrated in saheehhadeeth, from Abu Hurairahr.a., he said: 

Gabriel came to the Prophet, then said: "O Messenger of Allah, 
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this Khadijah has come bringing a container of sauce, food or 

drink. When he comes to you, convey to him his greetings from 

his Lord and tell him about a house in heaven, (made) from a pearl 

that has no noise in it and no weariness. 

In many activities of the Prophet Muhammad's worship, 

Khadijah must be together and help her, such as providing water 

for taking ablution. The Prophet Muhammad mentioned 

Khadijah's most important privilege in one of his sayings, "When 

everyone drove out and away from me, he believed in me. When 

everyone denied me, he believed my honesty. When everyone puts 

me aside, he hands over all his wealth to me. " 

 Khadijah had been living with the Prophet Muhammad for 

24 years and died at the age of 64 years 6 months. He died on 

Mount Hujun, and was buried in a cemetery near Mecca after 

being sickly and weakened after a long period of hunger after a 3-

year-old Quraysh blockade. The year of his death was known as 

AmulHuzni (Year of Sadness). 
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Nusaybah binti Ka’ab 

 

Nusaibah or called Umm Imarah or Umm Umarah, which 

means her mother the leaders, is the figure of a courageous 

Muslim companion who jihad in the way of Allah in Uhud War 

with Rasulullah sallallaahu 'alaihi wasallam. How is the struggle in 

the struggle of the Prophet's time? 

Nusaibah is the daughter of a couple from binti Ka'ab bin 

Amru bin Auf bin Mabdzul al-Anshaiyah and Rabbab bint 

Abdullah bin Habib. He was a woman of the Khazraj tribe of Bani 

Mazin an-Najar. He has two brothers, namely Abdullah bin Ka'ab 

and Abu Laila Abdurrahman bin Ka'ab. 

Nusaibah married Zaid bin Asim al-Mazini An-Najjari, and 

from his marriage he had two children namely Abdullah and 

Habib. After Zaid died, Nusaibah married Ghazyah al-Mazini an-

Najjari and was blessed with a child named Khaulah. 

She is a woman who hastened to convert to Islam for the 

propagation of Mush'an bin Umair. Nusaibah also included one of 

two women (the only resident of Mecca named Umm Maniq or 

Asma binti Amru, ibn Mu'idz ibn Jabal), along with 73 men of 

Anshar envoys from Medina who came to Mecca to perform bai'at 

to Rasulullah sallallaahu 'Alaihi Wasallam, in the Second Bai'at 

Aqabah. At that time, he bowed with her husband, Zaid bin 

Ashim, and two sons, Abdullah and Habib. They found the 

Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) 

to do bai'at or oath of allegiance. 

This second Bai'at Aqabah is a loyal oath of the Muslims of 

Medina to defend the Prophet sallallaahu 'alaihi wasallam and 

defend Islam. This second Bai'at Aqabah is often called the bai'at 

of war, where they are ready to defend and protect the Messenger 
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of Allaah alaihi Wasallam, when the Prophet will migrate to 

Medina, as they defend and protect his family. 

Nusaibah, in addition to having a side of virtue and 

goodness, he also likes jihad, brave, ksatia, horseman, swordsman, 

medical surgeon, and never afraid to die in the way of Allah. 

Nusaibah joined the war in Uhud War with his husband, Ghaziyah 

bin Amru, and with his two children from the first husband, Zaid 

ibn Ashim bin Amru. 

The most memorable story of Nusaibah's heroism 

throughout history is at the time of Uhud War, where he with all 

his courage defended and protected the Prophet sallallaahu 'alaihi 

wasallam. In the war, Nusayba joined the Islamic army to do 

important work in the field of logistics and medical. Together with 

other women, Nusaibah contributed to drinking to the Muslim 

soldiers and treating the wounded. 

At that time Nusaibah witnessed the enemy troops breaking 

through the Muslim ranks, while the Muslims began to unravel in 

ranks. Because at that time the Muslims were hit by chaos due to 

the archers on the hill descending from his custody, violating the 

command of Rasulullah sallallaahu 'alaihi wasallam. 

The life of the Prophet is in danger. To the extent that the 

Prophet himself fended off various enemy attacks without wearing 

a shield. Seeing this, Nusaybah immediately armed himself and 

joined the others in defense to protect the Prophet. 

A Muslim ran backward with his shield. And immediately 

the Prophet called to him, "Give your shield to the war!". Then, 

the man threw his shield, and was immediately taken by Nusaibah 

to protect the Prophet sallallaahu 'alaihi wasallam. 

The Prophet instantly looked to his right and appeared to 

him a woman swinging her sword steadily and nimbly and 

protecting the Prophet with his shield. When the Prophet turned 

to the left, he saw that the woman had already shifted to the left of 

the Prophet, and the woman did the same, blocking the danger to 

protect the Leader of the believers. 
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After the war, the Prophet testified before his friend, "I am 

not looking to the right and to the left at the battle of Uhud, unless 

I see Nusaibah bint Ka'ba fighting me defensively." 

In the war, Nusaibah recorded received 12 cuts on his limbs, 

and the most severe was the wound on the neck. But great, 

Nusaibah never complain, complain let alone sad. 

When the Prophet sallallaahu 'alaihi wasallam saw the wound 

on the neck behind the ear, the Prophet cried to the son of 

Nusaibah, "Your mother, ... bandage your mother's wounds! Oh 

God ... make them my friends in heaven! " 

Hearing the words of the Prophet, Nusaibah said to his son, 

"I do not care what happened to me in this world." 

The courage of Nusaybah bint Ka'ab as a woman who 

fought in the way of Allah, being the shield of the Prophet, must 

have been extraordinary. This shows how the love and loyal 

Nusaibah to the Prophet sallallaahu 'alaihi wasallam. Thus, he was 

named with the Shield of the Prophet (Difaaun Nabiy). 

In addition to the Uhud War, Nusaibah with his husband 

and his sons also participated in the Hudaibiyah, Khaibar Wars, 

Hunain Wars and Yamamah War Caliph Khalifah abu bakar. 

After the Prophet sallallaahu 'alaihi wasallam died, some 

Muslims are apostates, reluctant to zakat even some who proclaim 

themselves as the Prophet, namely Musailamah. 

Caliph Abu Bakr Ash-Shiddiq at that time immediately 

formed troops to fight them. Abu Bakr sent a warning letter to 

Musailamah Al-Kadzdzab and appointed Habib son of Nusaibah, 

as his messenger. 

However, Musailamah precisely torture Habib by cutting up 

his limbs one by one until martyrs. The martyr's news of the son in 

that way, leaving a deep wound and a tremendous sadness in 

Nusaibah's heart. 

Then Abu Bakr also gave a command of war called the 

Yamamah War, because it took place in an area called Yamamah, 

Arabian Peninsula. 
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Khalifah Abu Bakar formed 11 corps troops to crush the 

rebels. Abu Bakr between assigning Khalid bin Walid as warlord, 

Ikrimah bint Abu Jahal, one of the heads of the corps, and 

including taking part in the war was Nusaibah and his son 

Abdullah. 

In battle, one by one the rebel leaders were defeated by 

Khalid bin Walid. Musailamah al-Kazzab managed to escape with 

his troops, about 7,000 people, to the last stronghold. In the end 

the Musailamah could be speared by Wahysi bin Harb, and all his 

troops could be defeated in the battle. Before converting to Islam, 

Wahsyi was the one who killed Hamzah bin Abdul Muthallib, the 

Prophet's uncle, in the Battle of Uhud. 

Some time after the Yamamah War, Nusaibah died before 

the Creator, in the 13th year of the Hijriyah Caliph Abu Bakr. It is 

remarkable of the loyalty given by Nusaybah bint Ka'ab in jihad in 

the way of Allah. 

No wonder she was nicknamed Umm Umarah, his mother 

of leaders, and Difaaun Prophet, Shield of the Prophet. There are 

also historians who call the spirit and courage Nusaibah equivalent 

to a thousand ordinary men. 

In addition to his courage, Nusaibah is also a science buff, 

and includes one of the narrators of hadith in saming 'Aisyah. The 

hadiths he narrated, can be found in the history of Imam At-

Tirmidhi and Imam Ibn Majah. 

While with the Prophet, Nusaibah once said, "In the Qur'an 

often mentions men. Then where are we as women?" 

So, for the reason of Nusaibah that, down verse 35 of the 

letter of Al Ahzab: 
ن  
ِ
لُۡمۡسِلِميَ  ا

 
ـٰتِ  آ لُۡمۡسِلَم

 
لُۡمۡؤِمنِيَ  َوآ

 
ـٰتِ  َوآ لُۡمۡؤِمنَ

 
نِتِيَ  َوآ ـٰ لۡقَ

 
ـٰتِ  َوآ ِنتَ ـٰ لۡقَ

 
ِدِقيَ  َوآ ـٰ لص 

 
ـٰتِ  َوآ ِدقَ ـٰ لص 

 
ِِبِينَ  َوآ ـٰ لص 

 
 َوآ

ٲِت  ِِبَ ـٰ لص 
 
لۡ  َوآ

 
ِشِعيَ َوآ ـٰ َخ ـٰتِ   ِشَع ـٰ لَۡخ

 
ِقيَ  َوآ لُۡمتََصّدِ

 
ـٰتِ  َوآ قَ لُۡمتََصّدِ

 
ِميَ  َوآ

ِ
ٓٮ ـٰ لص 

 
ـٰتِ  َوآ َم

ِ
ٓٮ ـٰ لص 

 
ِفِظيَ  َوآ ـٰ لَۡح

 
ـٰتِ  فُُروََجُمۡ  َوآ ِفَظ ـٰ لَۡح

 
 َوآ

ٲِڪرِينَ  ذل 
 
َ  َوآ ّلل 

 
ا آ ٲِڪَرٲِت  كَثِي ً۬ ذل 

 
ُ  آَعَد   َوآ ّلل 

 
ۡغفَِرة ً۬  لَهُم آ ا م  ي ً۬اَعظِ  َوآَۡجر   

Meaning: "Truly male and female Muslim, male and female 

believers, men and women who remain in obedience, righteous 

men and women, men and women who are patient, men and 
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women devout women ', charity men and women, fasting men and 

women, men and women who nurtured their honor, men and 

women who many call (name) Allah, Allah has provided for them 

forgiveness and great reward ". (Surat al-Ahzab [33]: 35). 

Well, one attempt to commemorate Nusaibah, there is an 

institution tahfidz Al-Quran in Jubail, Saudi Arabia, named 

Madrasah Nusaibah bint Ka'ab li Tahfidz Al-Quran. 

May Allah pour mercy on Nusaibah bint Ka'ab al-Ansariah 

with the outpouring of his vast grace, greet him with pleasure, and 

glorify his position. And later Muslim women, continuing his jihad 

spirit in defending Islam. 
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Mini Dictionary 

(The definition of the following words are especially for the 

use in this book only) 

 

A 
a fact: sebuah fakta 

a large: besar 

a: seorang, sebuah 

ability: kemampuan 

able: dapat, bisa, mampu 

about: tentang 

absorb: serap 

abstinence: pantang  

abtempts: usaha 

abundant: melimpah 

acceleration :percepatan 

accepted: diterima 

accompanied: didampingi 

accord: persetujuan 

accord: menurut 

according: menurut 

accuracy: ketepatan 

accused: menunduk 

achivement: pencapaian 

acknowledged: diakui 

acquired: diperoleh 

acquisition: perolehan  

across: menyebrangi 

across: melewati 

acting: bertindak 

activities: aktivitas-aktivitas 

activity: aktivitas 

actually: sebenarnya 

adapt: penyesesuaian 

additing: tambahan 

addition: tambahan 

address: alamat 

addressed: di alamatkan 

adept: mahir 

adhere: melekat 

administering: administrasi 

administration:administrasi 

admitted: mengakui, diakui 

adolescence: keremajaan  

adult: dewasa 

advance: kemajuan 

advantage:keuntungan 

adverse: merugikan 

advice: saran 

affairs: urusan 

afraid: takut 

after: sesudah 

again: lagi 

against: melawan 

age: usia  

aged: berusia 

ages: usia 

agree: setuju 

agrees: setuju 

alchemy: alkimia 

algebra: aljabar 

all: semua 

allow: mengizinkan 
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almost: hampir 

alone: sendirian 

along:sepanjang 

aloof: jauh 

already: sudah 

also: juga 

although: meskipun 

always: selalu 

ammonia: amonia 

among: diantara 

an important: penting 

an interesting: yang menarik 

analysis: analisis 

anatolia: anatolia 

ancient: kuno 

andalusian: andalusia 

angry: marah 

animals: hewan 

annual: tahunan 

another: lainnya 

answer: jawaban 

any man: siapa saja 

any: apa saja 

apointed: ditunjuk 

apostates: murtad 

apparently: tampaknya 

appear: muncul 

appearance: penampilan 

appeared: muncul 

appears: muncul 

appendix: lampiran 

application: aplikasi 

appoint: menunjuk 

appointed: ditunjuk 

apprise: memberitahukan 

approach: pendekatan 

approached: mendekati 

arabian: Arab 

arabic: Arab 

architecture: arsitek  

area: daerah 

argued: berpendapat 

argument: pendapat 

arithmetic: hitung 

armed: bersenjata 

armenia: Armenia 

army: tentara 

around: sekitar 

arrange: menyusun 

arrest: penangkapan 

arrive: sampai, tiba 

arriving: tiba 

arsenic: arsenik 

art: seni 

as: sama, seperti 

as well as: selain 

ascend: naik, mendaki 

ashieving: sebuah 

asia: asia 

aside: pinggirkan 

asked: ditanyakan 

asking: meminta 

aspect: aspek 

assassination: pembunuhan 

assembly: majelis  

asserts: menegaskan 

assistant: asisten 

assisted: dibantu 
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associated: asosiasi 

astrologer: ahli nujum 

astrology: perbintangan 

astronomer: ahli astronomi 

astronomy: astronomi 

astute:cerdik 

atmosphere: suasana 

attack: menderang 

attacked: diserang 

attained: tercapai 

attempt: percobaan, usaha 

attempts: percobaan 

attention: perhatian 

attitude: sikap 

attribute: atribut 

attributed: perlengkapan 

authentic: ontetik 

author: pengarang, penulis 

avoid: menghindari 

awarded: diberikan 

away: jauh 

anyone: siapa saja 

 

B 
bachelor: sarjana 

back: kembali 

background: latar belakang 

backwars: kebelakang 

badr: penyair 

balance: keseimbangan 

bandage: perban 

banks : bank 

banquet: perjamuan 

barren: tandus, gundul 

base: mendasarkan 

based: berbasis 

basic: dasar 

basis: basis 

bath: mandi 

battle: pertarungan 

battles: pertempuran 

be: menjadi 

be delivered: disampaikan 

beautiful: indah 

became: menjadi 

because: karena 

been: telah 

before: sebelum 

began: mulai 

begged: memohon 

begin: mulai 

beginning: awal 

behalf: kepentingan   

behind: di belakang 

being: makhluk 

believe: percaya 

believed: diyakini 

believes: percaya 

belonging: termasuk 

beloved: tercinta 

below: di bawah 

benefit: keuntungan 

benefit: manfaat 

benefits: manfaat 

berbs: herbal 

beside: di samping 

besieged: terkepung 
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best: terbaik 

better: lebih baik 

between: antara 

big: besar 

bin: tempat sampah 

binocular: teropong 

biography: biografi 

biology: biologi 

birth: lahir 

birthday: hari lahir 

black: hitam 

bless: memberkati 

blessed: diberkati 

block: blok 

blood: darah  

boast: pembualan 

body: tubuh 

bold: tebal 

book: buku 

booklet: buku kecil 

books: membukukan  

bool: kotak 

border: batas 

boring: membosankan 

born: lahir 

bornx: wilayah   

botanist: ahli botani 

both: kedua 

bowed: tertunduk 

brain: otak 

brave: berani 

break: istirahat 

breathed: bernafas 

briefly: ringkas/singkat 

bright: tentang 

brilliant: brilian 

bring: membawa 

bringing: membawa 

broke: bangkrut 

brother: saudara laki-laki 

brought: membawa 

build: membangun 

build/ built: mendirikan 

building: bangunan 

builds: membangun 

bureaucracy: birokrasi 

buried: mengubur 

burning: terbakar 

busines: bisnis 

busy: sibuk 

but: tapi 

buy: membeli 

by: dengan, oleh 

Byzantium: Bizantium 

 

C 
calculate: menghitung 

caliph: kalif  

caliphate: khalifah 

call him: telpon dia 

call it: menyebutnya 

call: memanggil 

called: dipanggil 

calm: tenang 

came: datang 

can: bisa, dapat 

capable: cakap 
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capable: kapasitas 

capadokia: capadokia 

capital: ibukota 

capture: penangkapan 

carbida: karbida 

carbonates: karbonat 

career: karir 

carefully: hati-hati 

carinons: meriam 

carpenters: tukang kayu 

carry: membawa 

cartography: pemetaan 

carve: mengukir, memahat 

cash: kas 

castle: kastil 

category: kategori 

Caucasian: bangsa kulit putih 

caught: tertangkap 

cause: penyebab 

celebration: perayaan 

cells: sel 

center: tengah, pusat 

central: pusat, tengah 

centuries: abad 

century: abad 

ceremonies: upacara 

ceremony: upacara 

certainly: pasti 

change: perubahan 

channel: saluran 

chaos: kekacauan 

character: karakter 

charge: tuntutan 

cheer up: semangat 

chemist: ahli kimia 

chemistry: kimia 

chest: dada 

childhood: masa kecil 

children: anak-anak 

choice: pilihan 

circular: bundar 

circumstances: keadaan 

cities: kota-kota 

citizens: warganegara 

city: kota 

civil: penduduk 

civilization: peradapan 

classical: klasik 

classify: menggolongkan 

classifying: klasifikasi 

classity: klasifikasi 

clear: bersih 

client: klien 

close: dekat 

closely: rapat 

closer: lebih dekat 

clusters: kelompok 

clutches: cengkraman 

coal: batu bara 

coefficient: koefisien 

colleagues: rekan kerja 

collect: mengumpulkan 

collections: koleksi 

college: perguruan 

color: warna 

comand: perintah 

come: datang 

comet: komet 
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comfort: kesenangan 

coming: kedatangan  

command: perintah 

commander: komandan 

comment: komentar 

commentary: komentar 

comments:pendapat 

commerce: perdagangan 

commercial: komersial 

common: keadaan biasa 

community: komunitas 

compact: kompak 

companion: teman 

company: perusahaan 

comparable: sebanding  

compared:dibandingkan 

compatible: cocok 

competing: bersaing 

complain: mengeluh 

complete: lengkap 

compounding: peracikan 

compounds: senyawa 

concept: konsep 

concering: menyangkut 

concerned: prihatin 

conclude: menyimpulkan 

condition: kondisi  

conducted: dilakukan 

conflicts: konflik 

confused: bingung 

congregation: berjamaah 

conguer: menakutkan 

conguered: ditaklukkan 

conquered: menaklukkan 

conquering: menaklukan 

conqueror: menaklukan 

consent: persetujuan 

consequence: konsekuensi  

consider: memandang 

consisting: terdiri 

construct: gagasan 

consultant: konsultan 

contac: kontak 

contain: berisi 

content: konten 

continent: benua 

continue: terus 

contradiction: kontradiksi 

contradictory: bertentangan 

contribute: kontribusi 

control: pengawasan 

controlled: dikuasai 

convert: mengubah 

converted: dikonversi 

coordinates: koordinat 

copper: tembaga 

copy: salinan 

copying: salinan 

corners: dasar 

correct: benar 

corresponded: sesuai 

could: dapat 

counsel: nasihat 

country: negara, negeri 

coup: pukulan mendadak 

couple: pasangan 

courage: keberanian 

courageous: berani 
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court: pengadilan 

cousin: sepupu 

crater: kawah 

create: menciptakan 

created: dibuat 

creator: pencipta 

criticism: kritik 

criticized: mengkritik  

crossed: menyebrang 

crowded: ramai 

crown: kerajaan 

cruelty: kekejaman 

crystallization: kristalisasi 

culture: budaya 

cultured: berbudaya 

currently: saat ini 

custody: tahanan 

customary: biasa 

cut: memotong 

 

D 
danger: bahaya 

dark space: ruang gelap 

dash: tanda garis 

daughter: anak perempuan 

day: hari 

death: mati 

decided: memutuskan 

declare: mengumumkan 

decline: kemunduran 

deep: mendalam 

deepen: memperdalam 

deeply: dalam 

defeat: mengalahkan 

defeated: dikalahkan 

defend: membela 

definite: pasti 

deity: ketuhanan 

deliberately: sengaja 

deliberation: pertimbangan 

demons:setan 

demonstrated: demostrasi 

demonstrative:demonstratif 

density: massa jenis 

departemen: departemen 

deposet: memecat 

deprivation: pencabutan 

depths: kedalaman 

derived: jadian 

descendant: keturunan 

descended: turun 

descending: turun 

descent: keturunan 

describe: menggambarkan 

description: gambaran 

desert: gurun, padang pasir 

designation: penunjukan 

desire: hasrat 

desired: diinginkan 

despite: meskipun 

destined: ditakdirkan 

destroy: menghancurkan 

destruction: pekerjaan  

detail: terperinci   

detailed: terperinci 

detention: penahanan 

determine: menentukan 
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develope: mengembangkan 

developed: dikembangkan 

develops: mengembangkan 

devoted: dikhususkan 

diameter: diameter 

dictionary: kamus 

did: melakukan 

die: meninggal 

difference: berbeda 

different: berbeda 

differently: perbedaan 

difficulty: kesulitan 

digit: angka 

dilute: mencairkan 

direct: langsung 

direction: tujuan 

directly: secara langsung 

dirhams: dirham 

dirty: kotor 

disappear: menghilang 

disappears: lenyap 

disciples: murid 

disciplines: disiplin 

discovered: ditemukan 

discuss: membahas 

disgrace: aib 

disguise: penyamaran 

distance: jarak, kejauhan 

distant: jauh 

distinction: pembedahan 

distinguish: membedakan   

distress: kesulitan 

divided: terbagi 

do: dilakukan 

doctor: dokter 

does: apakah 

dominate: mendominasi 

donations: sumbangan 

done: selesai 

door: pintu 

down: turun 

dowry: mas kawin 

dozens: puluhan 

drag: menyeret 

dreamed: bermimpi 

dress: gaun 

drink: minum 

driven: dorongan 

due: hak 

during: sepanjang, selama 

dusk: senja 

dwell: tinggal 

dying: die 

dynasty: dinasti 

 

E 
each: masing-masing 

ear: telinga 

early: awal 

eart: bumi 

earth: bumi 

east: timur 

eastern: timur 

educated: berkependidikan 

effect: efek 

effective: efektif 

effects: efek 
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effkacy: khasiat 

effort: usaha 

egypt: mesir 

egyptian: mesir 

eight: delapan  

elements: unsur 

eloquent: fasih 

elusive: sukar dipahami 

embrace: merangkul 

embraced: diperjuangkan 

emigrate: beremigrasi 

emperor: kaisar 

empire: kekaisaran 

employ: mempekerjakan 

employed: bekerja 

employees: pegawai  

encourage: mendorong 

encouraged: menganjurkan 

encyclopedia: ensiklopedia 

end: akhir 

endeavour: berusaha keras 

enemy: musuh 

enforcement: penegakkan 

engineer: insinyur 

engulfing: menelan 

enhanced: tingkatan 

enjoy: santai, menikmati 

enliven: memeriahkan  

enough: cukup 

ensure: memastikan 

enter: masuk 

enterprises: perusahaan 

entire: segala 

entirely: sepenuhnya 

entitled: berjudul 

entry: masuk 

envoy: utusan  

equally: sama 

era: era 

escape: jalan keluar 

especially: khususnya 

essays: esai 

essential: penting 

establish: mendirikan 

established: mendirikan 

establishment: pendirian 

eternal: kekal 

ethnic: etnis 

euclides: euclides 

europe: eropa 

evaporate: menguap 

even: bahkan  

event: peristiwa, kejadian 

ever: pernah 

every: setiap 

everyone:semua orang 

evil: kejahatan   

evok: menimbulkan   

evolutionary: evulusioner 

exact: tepat 

except : kecuali 

executed: dieksekusi 

exhibiting: menunjukan 

exist: ada 

existed: keluar 

existence: adanya 

expand: memperluar 

expansion: perluasan 
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expedition: ekspedisi 

experience: mengalami 

experimented: penemuan 

expert: ahli 

explain: menjelaskan 

explore: mengekplorasi 

export: mengekspor 

exposed: terkana 

express: mengungkapkan 

extent: tingkat 

extinguish: memadamkan 

extracting: penggalian 

extraordinary: luarbiasa 

 

F 
fabrics: kain 

face: hadapi 

facing: menghadapi 

facts: fakta 

fail: gugur 

fair: adil 

fairly: cukup baik  

fall: jatuh 

fame: keistanahan 

familiar: akrab 

family: keluarga 

famous: terkenal 

fast: cepat 

father: ayah 

favor: kemurahan 

feel: merasa 

feeling: perasa 

felt: merasa 

female :wanita 

fertile: subur 

festive: meriah 

few: beberapa 

field: bidang  

fields: ladang 

fiftfive: lima tahun 

fight: pertarungan 

fighting: berperang 

figure: gambaran 

filtering: penyaringan 

finally: ahirnya 

find: menemukan 

first: pertama 

fixed:tetap 

fleels:pelury 

flocked: berbondong-bondong 

flow: mengalir 

focused: fokus 

fodder: makanan hewan 

folksy: rakyat 

follow: mengikuti 

for: untuk  

for more: untuk yang lebih 

force: kekuatan 

forced: terdesak 

forces: pasukan 

forcing: memaksa 

foreign: luar negeri  

forget: lupa 

forgiveness: pengampunan 

form: bentuk 

formation: formasi 

formed: terbentuk 
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formula: rumus 

forties: empat puluh 

fortress: benteng 

fortune: keberuntungan 

forty: empat puluh 

forward: depan 

fost: berpuasa 

fought: berjuang 

foundation: dasar 

founded: menemukan 

frankly: terus terang 

free: membebaskan 

frequently: sering 

friend: teman 

friendly: ramah 

from: dari 

frustrated: kecewa 

fugitive: buronan, pelarian 

full: penuh  

furnishing: perabotan 

further: lebih lanjut 

furthermore: selanjutnya 

fused: menyatu  

future: masa depen 

 

G 
garden: taman 

gate: gerbang 

gather: bersama 

general: umum 

geographer: geograpi 

geographical : geografis 

geography: ilmu bumi 

geological: geologi 

get: mendapatkan 

give: memberikan 

given: diberikan 

gives: memberi 

glad: senang 

glade: rawa 

glance: raksasa 

globe: bola dunia 

glorify: memuliakan 

glorious: mulia 

glory: kejayaan 

glowing: bersinar 

go: pergi 

god: tuhan    

Goergia: Georgia 

goes:pergi 

golden: keemasan 

good: baik    

goodness: kebaikan 

government: pemerintah 

governor: gubernur 

grace: rahmat 

grandfather: kakek 

great: besar 

greatest: terbesar 

greatly: benar 

greatness: kehebatan  

Greek: Yunani 

greet: menyambut 

grew up: dibesarkan  

group: grup 

grow: tumbuh 

guardian: penjaga 
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guests: tamu 

guiden book: buku pedoman  

guided: dibimbing 

 

H 
habitant: penduduk 

had: telah 

hadits: hadits 

hand: tangan 

happened: terjadi 

happy: senang 

harbor: pelabuhan 

hard: keras   

harm: membahayakan 

harrate: meriwayatkan 

has: telah 

hastened: tergesa-gesa 

hatred: kebencian 

have: mempunyai 

having: setelah 

he is also:dia juga 

he: dia (laki-laki) 

head: kepala 

headed: menuju 

health: kesehatan 

hear: mendengar 

heart: hati 

heated: dipanaskan 

heathen: kafir 

heaven: surga 

heavy: berat 

Hebrew: Ibrani 

height: tinggi, puncak 

held: diadakan 

help: membantu 

hemisphere: belahan bumi 

her: dia 

herb: herbal 

herbalist: penjual jamu 

here: sini 

heritage: warisan 

hero: pahlawan 

hidden: tersembunyi 

high: tinggi 

hill: puncak 

him: dia laki-laki 

himself: dia sendiri 

his: kepunyaan(laki-laki) 

historian: sejarawan 

history: cerita 

hold: ditahan 

home: rumah 

homeland: tanah air 

honest: jujur 

honor: kehormatan 

horizon: horison 

hospital: rumah sakit 

hot: panas 

hotter:lebih panas 

hours: jam 

house: rumah 

how: bagai mana 

however: namun 

human: manusia   

hundred: ratus 

husband: suami 
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I 
identical: identik  

identify: identifikasi 

if: jika 

illuminate: menerangi 

illustrious: ilustrasi 

immediately: tiba-tiba 

impact: dampak 

implementation: pelaksanaan  

important: penting 

in addition: selain itu 

in part: sebagian 

in: di (dalam) 

inauguration: peresmian 

includ: termasuk 

including:termasuk 

incorpating: menghasut 

increased: peningkatan 

increasing: meningkat 

indication: petunjuk 

infiltrate: menyusup 

influence: menular 

influenced: penting 

ingenuity: kecerdikan 

ingredients: bahan 

inherited: warisan 

innovative: inovatif 

inside: di dalam 

inspires: mengilhami 

installed: menginstal 

instantly: segera 

institution: lembaga 

instructions : petunjuk 

integrate: mengintegrasikan 

inteligent:cerdas  

intellectual: intelektual 

intelligence: intelijen 

intends: niat 

intentionally: sengaja  

inter: magang 

interact:bergaul 

interest: perhatian, menarik  

internal: dalam 

interpretation: interpretasi 

into: di dalam 

introduced: diperkenalkan 

invasion: invasi 

invention: minat 

inventor: penemu 

invites: mengundang 

invluence: pengaruh 

involved: terlibat 

involving: menyertakan 

irregularity: tidak beres 

irrigation: irigasi, aliran air  

is a book: ini adalah buku 

is aware: sadar 

islamic: islam 

islands: pulau 

issue: isu 

it: itu (benda) 

item: barang 

 

J 
jealous: cemburu 

jihad: jihad 
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join: bergabung 

journey: perjalanan 

joy: kegembiraan 

joyfully: dengan suka cita 

judge: hakim 

judiciary: pengadilan 

jurisprudence: ilmu hukum 

jurist: ahli hukum 

just : hanya 

justice:keadilan 

 

K 
keep: menjaga 

keep: menjaga 

kemampuan 

key: kunci 

khalifah: khalifah 

khurasan: khurasan 

kill: membunuh 

kind: jenis 

king: raja 

kingdom: kerajaan 

kinship: kekerabatan 

know: tahu 

knowledge: pengetahuan 

known: mengetahui 

knownledge: pengetahuan 

kontribucion: sumbangsih 

 

L 
laboratory: laboratorium 

lack: belakang 

land: tanah 

language: bahasa 

large: luas 

last: terakhir 

late: terlambat 

later: kemudian 

launch: kapal barkas 

lavish: mewah 

law: hukum 

lead: memimpin 

leader: pemimpin 

leaned: menyadarkan 

learn: belajar 

learned: terpelajar 

learning: pembelajaran 

leave: meninggalkan 

lecture: kuliah 

led: dipimpin 

left: kiri 

legacy: warisan 

legendary: legendari 

lesson: pelajaran 

let: membiarkan 

letter: surat 

library: perpustakaan 

lies: kebohongan 

life: kehidupan 

light: cahaya 

like: suka 

line: garis 

lineage: garis silsilah 

linear: linier 

lingering: berlama lama 

linked: berhubungan 
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lion: singa 

list: daftar 

listed: terdaftar 

literally: secara hafiah 

literature: bacaan 

little: sedikit 

live: hidup 

lived: meningalkan 

lives: masa hidup   

living: hidup 

local: setempat 

location: lokasi 

logarithm: logaritma 

logic: logika 

logical: logis 

logistic: logistik 

long: panjang 

longed: rindu 

look: melihat 

looking down: menunduk 

lord: raja 

loss: kehilangan 

lost: hilang, kehilangan 

lot: banyak 

love: cinta 

loyal: setia 

loyalty: kesetiaan   

lurking: mengintai 

lusts: nafsu 

luxurious: mewah,megah 

 

M 
made: buatan 

main: utama 

maintenance: pemeliharaan 

majesty: yang mulia 

major: utama 

make: membuat   

man: manusia 

manage: mengatur 

managed: dikelola 

manual: manual 

manuscript: naskah 

many: banyak 

map: peta 

marched: berbaris 

marching: berbaris 

mark: menandai 

marriage: pernikahan 

married: menikah 

marrying: menikah 

martered: dikuasai 

martyrs: martir 

mason: tukang batu 

mass: masa 

massive: besar-besaran 

master: menguasai 

masterpieces: karya 

mathematics: matematika 

mature: matang 

may be: mungkin 

may: dapat, bisa 

me: saya 

mean: arti 

meaningful: penuh arti 

means: maksud 

meansure: berarti  
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measuring: ukur 

Mecca: Mekah 

medical: kedokteran 

medical: medis 

medicine: medis 

medicine:obat 

medium: sedang 

meet: bertemu 

meeting: pertemuan 

melting: tengah 

memorable: berkesan 

memorize: menghafal 

memory: kenangan 

mention: menyebut 

mentioned: tersebut 

merchandise: barang dagangan 

merchants: kapal dagang 

mercury: merkurius 

mercy: belas kasih 

mere: dirahasiakan 

messenger: kurir 

met: bertemu 

metals: logam 

metaphysic: metafisika 

methodology: metodologi 

methods: metode 

microscopes: mikroskop 

middle: tengah 

might: mungkin 

migrate: bermigrasi 

migrated: migrasi 

military: militer 

mind: pikiran 

ministerial: menteri 

minor: minor 

misiles: kesengsaraan 

mistakes: kesalahan 

mixture: matematika 

modern: modern 

moment: saat 

Mongolia: bangsa Mongol 

months: bulan  

moon: bulan 

morality: moralitas 

morals: moral 

more: banyak 

morning: pagi 

mosque: masjid 

most: paling 

mother: ibu 

motion: gerakan 

mountain: gunung 

movable: bergerak 

move: pindah 

much: banyak 

murder: pembunuhan 

muslim: muslim 

must: harus 

 

N 
naive: lugu    

name: nama 

narrated: dikisahkan 

narrator: narator 

nation: bangsa 

native: pemberitahuan 

natural: alami 
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nature: sifat    

near: dekat 

nearby: dekat 

neat: rapi 

necessary: perlu 

neck: leher 

need: perlu 

negotiated: dinegosiasi 

neighbor: tetangga 

nerve: saraf 

network: jaringan                                                                                

never: tidak pernah 

new: baru 

next: berikutnya 

nickname: nama panggilan  

nicknamed: julukan 

niece: kemenakan perempuan 

night: malam 

nile: nil 

nine: sembilan 

no: tidak 

nobility: kaum bangsawan 

noble: mulia 

northem: utara                                                                          

only: hanya                                                                                                              

nutritious: bergizi                                                                                         

obstacles: rintangan 

northreast: utara 

not: tidak 

notation: notasi 

noticed: pemberitahuan 

notion: dugaan 

now: sekarang 

number: nomor 

nurture: memelihara 

 

O 
object: objek 

objective: objektif 

objects: benda 

obsecura:obsecura 

observatory: observatorium 

occupied: menduduki 

occupy: menempati 

occur: terjadi, kejadian 

october: bulan oktober 

of: dari 

off: mati 

offended: tersinggung 

official : pejabat 

offspring: keturunan 

often: sering 

oil: minyak 

old: tua 

older: lebih tua 

once: sekali 

one: satu 

only: hanya 

open: buka, membuka 

operate:beroprasi 

operations: operasi 

opinion: pendapat 

oppenents: lawan 

opportunity: kesempatan 

opposite: seberang 

oppressed: tertekan 

optic: optik 
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optical: optik 

or: atau 

order: memesan 

ordinary: biasa, sederhana 

organise: mengorganisir  

original: asli 

originated: berasal 

originating: berasal 

orphaned: yatim piatu 

other: lain 

our: kami 

out : keluar 

outs: keluar 

outside: luar 

over: alih 

over: melampaui, melewati 

overcome: mengatasi 

overcoming: menanggulangi 

own: sendiri 

owned: dimiliki 

owner: pemilik 

 

P 
pain: rasa sakit 

painters: pelukis 

palace: istana 

paper: kertas 

paralyze: melumpuhkan 

park: taman 

part: bagian  

pass: lewat 

patented: dipatenkan 

path: jalan 

patience: sabar 

patiently: sabar 

pattern: pola, susunan  

pay: membayar 

peace: damai 

peak : puncak,ujung 

pecover: pulih 

peeling: mengupas 

people: orang   

perfect: sempurna 

perform: tampil 

performance: kinerja 

period: periode 

permission: izin 

permitted: diizinkan 

persecution: penganiayaan 

Persian: Persia 

persistence: kegigihan 

person: orang 

personality: pribadi 

pharmacy: farmasi 

phavmaceutical: varmasi                                                                   

phenomena: fenomena 

philanthropic: dermawan 

philosopher: ahli pilosopi 

philosopher: filsuf 

philosophy: filsafat 

physician: dokter/tabib 

physicist: ahli fisika 

physics: fisika 

picked: dipetik                                                                                 

pilgrimage: naik haji 

pioneer: pelopor 

pioneered: dipelopori 
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pioner: pelopor, perintis 

pious: alim 

place: tempat 

plane: pesawat terbang 

planet: planet 

plant: terkemuka 

pleasures: kesenangan 

plot: merencanakan 

poet: penyair 

point: titik 

pointed: runcing 

policies: kebijakan 

policy: polisi 

political: politik 

politician: politis 

polytheists: orang musrik 

population: populasi 

position: posisi 

possession: kepemilikikan 

possible: mungkin   

postal: kartu pos 

power: kekuatan 

practice: mengamalkan 

prayed: berdoa 

prayer: sholat 

precarious: sulit, genting 

predicted: prediksi 

prepared: siap 

presence: kehadiran 

present: menyajikan 

presented: disajikan 

pressure: tekanan 

prestige: gengsi 

prestigious: bergengsi 

previous: sebelumnya  

prince: pangeran 

prison: penjaga 

privilege: hak (istimewa)  

prize: hadiah 

problems: masalah 

proceeds: hasil 

procesely: sebenarnya 

process: proses 

processed: olahan                                                                             

proclaim: menyatakan 

produce: menghasilkan 

produced:tercipta 

profession: profesi 

profound: mendalam 

program: program 

progress: kemajuan 

prolong: memperpanjang 

prolonged: berkepanjangan 

prominent: menonjol 

promise: janji 

proof: bukti 

propagated: disebarkan 

propagation: perambatan 

property: milik 

prophet: nabi 

proposed: diusulkan 

prosperity: kemakmuran 

prostraiting: bersujud 

prostrated: sujud 

protection: perlindungan 

protocol: aturan 

proud: bangga 

proven: terbukti                                                                              
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provide: menyediakan 

provide:terbaik 

provided: disediakan  

providing: menyediakan 

provious: sebelumnya 

published: dipublikasikan                                                                   

purpose: keperluan 

pursuit: pengejaran 

put: menaruh 

pyramid: piramida 

 

Q 
quadratic: kuadrat 

qualities: kualitas 

quality: kualitas 

quickly: segera 

quit: keluar 

quite: cukup 

quoted: diketik 

 

R 
rainbow: pelangi 

raised: dibesarkan 

rank: pangkat 

rapid: lambat 

rarely: langka 

rays: sinar 

read: membaca 

ready: siap 

really: benar 

reasearcher: penelitian 

reason: alasan    

rebel: memberontak  

rebellion: pemberontakan 

recant: menarik kembali 

received: diterima 

recently: baru saja 

recognize: mengakui          

recommendet: saran 

reconstructs: merekonstruksi 

record: merekam 

recorded:  tercatat 

recording: rekaman  

red: merah 

reference: referensi 

referred: disebut 

refers: mengacu 

refinement: perbaikan 

reflected: mencerminkan 

refraction: pembiasaan 

refuse: menolak 

regard: menganggap 

region: wilayah 

reign: pemerintahan 

reject: menolak 

rejecting: menolak   

related: terkait 

relation: hubungan 

relationships:hubungan 

relatives: saudara 

religion: agama 

religious: keagamaan 

remain: sisa, bekas 

remained: tetap 

remarkable: luar biasa 

removed: dihapus 
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repeated: ulang 

replace: ganti 

replaced: diganti 

reportedly: dilaporkan 

reporter: reporter 

represent: mewakili 

request: permintaan 

requested: diminta 

research: penelitian 

researching: meneliti 

resident: penduduk 

resist: menolak 

respect: rasa hormat 

respective: masing 

restore: memperbaiki 

result: hasil 

retreat: mundur 

returning: kembali        

revealed: mengungkapkan  

revision: revisi 

revived: hidup kembali 

revolution: revolusi 

reward: hadiah 

rich: kaya 

righteous: adil 

rights: hak 

rile: menggusarkan 

rimbanya: rimbanya 

rival: lawan, musuh 

rivalry: persaingan 

river: sungai 

road: jalan, keadaan 

rocky: berbatu 

role: peran 

roman: roman 

rome: roma                                                                                                        

roots:akar 

route: trayek, jalan menuju 

royal: kerajaan 

rule: peran 

ruled: diatur 

ruler: penguasa 

rules: garis 

running: berlari 

rush: desakan 

 

S 
sacred: suci 

safe: aman 

safety: keamanan 

said: berkata 

same: sama 

satisfied: puas 

save: menyimpan 

saw: gergaji 

say: mengatakan 

scale: sekala 

scholar: sarjana 

scholarly: ilmiah 

scholars: ulama 

school: sekolah                     

science: ilmu               

scientists: temuan 

science: ilmu 

sciences: ilmu sains 

scientific: ilmiah 

scientists: ilmuan 
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scope: cakupan 

sculptor: ahli patung 

sea: laut 

second: kedua 

secretary: sekretaris 

sect: bagian 

section: bagian 

secure: aman 

security: keamanan 

see: melihat 

seeking: pencarian  

seeks: mencari 

seem: terlihat 

seen: lihat 

seize: menangkap 

self: sendiri 

send: mengirim 

sense: pengertian   

sensory: indrawi 

sentence: kalimat 

separated: terpisah 

series: seri 

seriously :serius 

sermon: khotbah 

serve: giliran 

setting: pengaturan 

settlement: penyelesaian 

sevent: tujuh 

several: beberapa      

spread: penyebaran 

severe: parah 

shadow: bayangan 

shadows: bayangan 

she: dia 

shield: melindungi 

shift: bergeser 

short: pendek 

show: menunjukkan 

showing: pementasan 

shows: acara 

shy: pemalu 

siblings: saudara kandung 

sick: sakit 

side: sisi 

signature: tanda tangan 

silk: sutera 

similar: serupa 

simple: sederhana 

simply: sederhana 

simultaneously: serentak 

since: sejak    

simple:sederhana 

size: ukuran 

skill: kemampuan 

skills: ketrampilan      

said: kata 

sleep: tidur 

small: kecil 

smooth: lembut, halus 

smoothly: dengan lembut 

so: jadi 

soldier: tentara/ prajurit 

sole: satu-satunya 

solid: kokoh 

solutions: solusi  

solving: pemecahan  

some say: ada yang bilang 

some: beberapa 
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something: suatu  

son: anak laki-laki 

soon: segera 

sought: dicari 

soul: jiwa 

source: sumber 

southern: selatan 

space: ruang 

spacious: luas, lapang 

Spanish: Spanyol     

surgery: operasi 

speaking: berbicara 

speaks: berbicara 

spear: tombak 

species: jenis       

starts: mulai 

speech: pidato 

spelling: ejaan 

spend: membelanjakan 

spirit: semangat 

split: terpecah 

spoke: ruji 

spouses: pasangan 

spread: menyebarkan 

stability: tetap 

stabiliytas: stabil 

stabilize: menstabilkan 

started: memulai 

starting: mulai 

state: kedudukan 

state: negara 

statesman: negarawan 

stating: menyatakan 

steadily: stabil 

steeped: mendalami 

step: langkah 

still: masih 

stinging: pedas 

stood: berdiri 

story: cerita 

stout: gemuk 

straight: lurus 

strait: selat 

stranded: terdampar 

strategic: strategi 

strength: kekuatan 

strengthened: memperkuat  

stretched: membentang 

strong: kuat 

stronger: lebih kuat 

strored: disimpan 

struggly: berjuang 

student: siswa 

studied:belajar 

studied: pelajaran 

studies: studi 

study: belajar 

studying: belajar     

second: kedua 

subduing: penundukan 

sublimation: sublimasi 

submission: penyerahan 

subsequent: selanjutnya 

substance: zat 

succeeded: berhasil 

success: keberhasilan 

successful: berhasil 

such: seperti itu 
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suffer: menderita 

sufficient: cukup 

sulfur: sulfur 

sum: jumlah 

sun: matahari 

sunch: singkron 

sunday: minggu 

sunset: matahari tenggelam 

supplies: persediaan 

support: dukungan 

supported: didukung 

supportive: mendukung 

surely: pasti 

surface: permukaan 

surprisingly: heran 

survive: bertahan 

suspect: tersangka 

swelling: pembengkakan            

shows: pertunjukan 

swim: berenang 

swirling: berputar-putar 

sword: pedang 

symbolized: dilambangkan 

system: sistem 

systematic: sistematis 

 

T 
table: meja 

tables: tabel 

take refuge: berlindung 

take: mengambil 

taken: diambil 

talented: berbakat 

taught: mengajar 

teacher: guru 

teaching: mengajari 

technology: teknologi 

teenage: remaja 

telescopes: teleskop 

tells: menceritakan 

ten: sepuluh  

tenure: masa jabatan 

term: istilah 

terms: terminology 

tern: semacam burung laut 

territory: daerah, wilayah 

testifie: beraksi 

testing: pengujian  

text: teks 

than: kemudian 

thanks to: berkat 

that: itu 

the inventor: penemunnya  

the place: tempat 

their: mereka 

then: kemudian 

theologian: teolog 

theoretical: teori 

theoretical: teoritis 

theories: teori 

theory: teori 

therapeutic: terapi                 

therapist: terapi 

there: di (sana) 

therefore: karena itu  

these: ini 

they: mereka 
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think: fikir 

thinking: berfikir 

third: ketiga 

this: ini 

though: meskipun 

thought: pikir 

thousand: seribu 

threat: ancaman 

three:tiga 

throat: tenggorokan   

throne: tahta, singgana 

through: melalui 

throughout: sepanjang 

throw: melempar 

tigris: tigris 

time: waktu 

title: judul 

to: untuk 

today: hari 

together: bersama 

tomb: makam 

too: juga 

touch: menyentuh 

toward: terhadap, ke arah 

trace: bekas, jejak 

traced: ditelusuri   

trade: perdagangan 

traders: pedagang 

trading: berdagang 

tradition: teradisi 

traditional: tradisional 

traffic: lalu lintas 

transfer: transfer 

translate: menerjemahkan 

translator: penerjemah 

travel: perjalanan  

traveled: bepergian 

traversed: dilalui 

treasure: harta benda 

treat: mengobati 

treat: memperlakukan 

treatises: risalah 

treatment: pengobatan 

treatment: pengobatan 

tribe: suku 

trigonometry: trigonometri 

trip: perjalanan 

troop: pasukan (tentara) 

truth: kebenaran 

tumors: tumor 

Turkey: Turki 

turmoir: kerusuhan 

twist: tikungan, gulungan 

two: dua 

 

U 
uhud: perang uhud 

ultimate: terakhir 

unable: tidak mampu 

uncle: paman 

unclear: tidak jelas 

under: bawah, di bawah 

underlies: mendasari 

underlines: garis bawah 

understand: mengerti  

undertook: melakukan 

uneasy: gelisah 
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unfortunatelly: sayangnya 

united: tergabung 

universe: alam semesta 

university: universitas 

unknown: tidak diketahui 

unless: kecuali kalau 

unravel: terurai 

until: sampai 

untive: tidak berdaya 

up: naik 

upon: naik 

uponhim: atas dia 

urgen: mendesak 

use: menggunakan 

used: digunakan 

useful: berguna  

usually: biasanya 

 

V 
value: nilai 

variety :variasi 

various: bermacam 

vast area: area yang luas 

vast: luas 

vegetables: sayuran 

vegetation: vegetasi 

very: sangat 

view: dilihat 

violence:kekerasan 

virtue: kebajikan 

vision: penglihatan 

visited: dikunjungi 

vocabulary: kosakata 

voice: suara 

volume: volume 

 

W 
wall: dinding 

wandering: penggambaran 

western: barat  

want: akan/ mau 

wanted: ingin 

waqf: wakaf 

war: perang 

warlord: panglima perang 

warrior: pejuang, prajurit 

was: to be 

water: air 

way: cara 

weak: lemah,rendah 

weakened: melemah 

wealth : kekayaan 

wearing: memakai 

weather: cuaca 

webster‟s: webster 

welcome: datang 

welfar: kesejahteraan 

well: baik 

went: pergi 

wep: kitap 

were: adalah 

westerners: orang barat 

wha: apa 

when: kapan 

where: dimana 

whether: apakah 
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whice: sementara 

while: saat 

white: putih 

who: siapa 

whose: yang 

why: mengapa 

wich: yang mana 

wide: lebar,lua 

widened: melebar 

widly: secara gamblang 

widow: janda 

will: akan 

willingness: kerelaan 

wind: angin, udara 

winner: menang 

wise: cara 

wish: ingin 

with: dengan 

within: dalam 

withnessed: tanpa ampun 

without: tanpa 

woman: wanita 

womb: kandungan 

wonder: bertanya-tanya 

wood: kayu 

word: kata 

work: kerja 

worked: bekerja 

works: pekerjaan 

world: dunia 

worship: ibadah 

would: akan 

wounded: luka 

write: menulis 

wrong: salah 

 

Y 
year: tahun 

you: kamu 

young: muda 

your: milikmu 

 

Z 
zero: nol 

zone: daerah 
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